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Abstract 
This thesis contains four projects in Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics 
(QM/MM) applications and methodology developments for biological systems. The first 
part (chapter 2 – chapter 3) is mainly focused on enzymatic reaction mechanism studies; 
the second part (chapter 4 – chapter 5) is to develop new methods to effectively calculate 
solvation free energy; the third part (chapter 6) is about methodology development to 
visualize non-covalent interaction in fluctuating biological environment; the fourth part 
(chapter 7) is to further apply QM/MM method on understanding proton coupled 
electron transfer reaction mechanism.  
Catalytic mechanism is the key to understand how enzyme facilitates chemical 
reactions. A comprehensive understanding of the mechanism would shed light on 
developing new drug candidates or find similar protein targets. In the first two sections, 
we explored two enzyme systems, 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase (4-OT) and anhydro-N-
acetylmuramic acid kinase (AnmK). 4-OT is an essential enzyme in the degradative 
metabolism pathway occurring in the Krebs cycle. The proton transfer process catalyzed 
by 4-OT was studied to elaborate its catalytic mechanism. With QM/MM simulation, we 
demonstrated that the enzyme works under half-of-the-sites occupation, i.e. only three 
of its six active sites are occupied by the substrates. Two sequential proton transfers 
occur: one proton from the C3 position of 2o4hex is initially transferred to the nitrogen 
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atom of the general base, Pro1. Subsequently, the same proton is shuttled back to the 
position C5 of 2o4hex to complete the proton transfer process in 4-OT. During the 
catalytic reaction, conformational changes (i.e., 1-carboxyl group rotation) of 2o4hex 
cannot proceed in the natural hexametric structure. We further found that the docking 
process of 2o4hex can influence the specific reactant conformations and an alternative 
substrate (2-hydroxymuconate) may serve as reactant under a different reaction 
mechanism than 2o4hex. The other enzyme, AnmK, plays an important role in the cell 
wall recycling process in Escherichia coli. The catalytic process involves four entangled 
steps: water nucleophile attack, 1, 6-anhydro bond breaking, phosphorylation, and 
saccharide conformational change. This is a great challenge to present enzymatic 
simulation methods. We proposed a comprehensive scheme to tackle this problem, and 
our results indicate a proton shuttle network may exist, which position a water molecule 
well for the nucleophile attack.  
Solvation free energy strongly relates with the molecule solubility and is an 
important indicator to screen potential drug candidates. To improve the computational 
speed and simulation accuracy on evaluating solvation free energy, we developed a new 
approach to combine λ dynamics with metadynamics to compute free energy surface 
with respect to λ, we named it λ-metadynamics. Particularly, the λ-metadynamics 
method extends metadynamics to a single virtual variable λ, i.e., the coupling parameter 
between solute and solvent, to compute absolute solvation free energy as an exemplary 
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application. We demonstrated that λ-metadynamics simulations can recover the 
potential of mean force surface with respect to λ compared to the benchmark results 
from traditional λ-dynamics with umbrella sampling. The solvation free energy results 
for five small organic molecules from λ-metadynamics simulations using the same 
filling scheme show that the statistical errors are within ±0.5 kcal/mol. Further, a detailed 
exploration over λ-metadynamics found out the intrinsic problems associated with 
metadynamics on high second derivative free energy surfaces. We introduced new 
techniques, such as transformation of virtual variable, region segmentation, mirror 
filling procedure and independent trajectory average, integrating with the original λ-
metadynamics to improve its power. The revised λ-metadynamics is applied to 
investigate the solvation free energy of 20 molecular sets, and its result suggests a 
minimum QM basis set (3-21G) with point charge model perform better than more 
complex ones.  
Non-covalent interaction is prevalent, such as hydrogen bond, van der Waals, 
steric clashes, and it plays a central role in many chemical and biological systems. 
Although the atomic distance may indicate strength of a specific interaction, a 
quantitative description is very difficult. We extended a recently introduced non-
covalent interaction index (NCI) into its ensemble averaged counterpart, averaged non-
covalent interaction index (aNCI). NCI is suitable for quantitatively characterize non-
covalent interactions for any static system, while aNCI is capable to determine and 
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visualize non-covalent interactions for fluctuating biological systems. We further 
applied aNCI on various systems including solute-solvent and ligand-protein non-
covalent interactions. For water and benzene molecules in aqueous solution, solvation 
structures and the specific hydrogen bond patterns were visualized clearly. For the Cl-
+CH3Cl SN2 reaction in aqueous solution, charge reorganization influences over 
solvation structure along SN2 reaction were revealed. For ligand-protein systems, aNCI 
can recover several key fluctuating hydrogen bond patterns that have potential 
applications for drug design. Therefore, aNCI, as a complementary approach to the 
original NCI method, can extract and visualize non-covalent interactions from thermal 
noise in fluctuating environments. 
Proton-coupled electron transfer is a reaction mechanism involves simultaneous 
transfer of both proton(s) and electron(s). It is pervasive in redox reactions and has 
significant importance in photosynthesis, respiration, and electrochemical process such 
as hydrogen-ion discharge. We applied the fractional number of electron approach and 
QM/MM scheme to study the basic principle about how electron transfer (ET) and 
proton transfer (PT) coupled together. This approach was employed in the oxidation of 
an intra-molecular hydrogen bonded phenol (PhOH…N<), with two well-defined 
reactions coordinates (PT: proton position; ET: energy gap). The computed absolute 
redox potential agrees well with the experimental data. We found that at a low applied 
overpotential (< 5.0 eV), proton transfer occurs prior to electron, and this gives a 
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stepwise proton-electron transfer pathway (PT-ET). With a high overpotential (> 7.0 eV), 
the reaction occurs in a reverse sequence with proton motion triggered by electron 
transfer (ET-PT). When the overpotential is between 5.0 and 7.0 eV, the reaction 
proceeds by concerted proton-electron transfer (CPET) mechanism. Our work suggests 
that the mechanistic details of PCET process can be changed by altering electrode 
potentials. 
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1. Introduction 
“There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a miracle. 
The other is as though everything is a miracle.” --- Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955) 
  
Biology means "the study of life". It is a broad field, covering from ecosystems 
and global climate change, to the workings of chemical machines inside human cells. 
The development of biological science, in DNA, protein and drug molecule etc., directly 
influences industries such as pharmaceutical, biomedical engineering, and it has 
significant impact on the society. Traditional biological researches are mainly focused on 
experiments; however, the development of super computers, theories and 
computational algorithms has largely empowered the role of computer simulations. 
Theoretical and computational approaches are gradually expanding and tackling more 
complex and challenging biological problems such as system biology1, gene regulation2, 
biocatalyst design3 and drug development4. Within the computational field, theoretical 
chemistry5 uses fundamental laws of physics to predict chemical observed phenomena, 
and it is an important approach to understand how chemical reactions happen in 
biology systems.  
To simulate molecular structure, dynamics and functions, a computational model 
is needed. Quantum mechanics (QM), which is based on the Schrodinger equation, can 
describe processes involving electronic structural change or reorganization, such as 
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bond breaking, forming and electron transfer. Molecular mechanics (MM) treats each 
atom as an object with classical properties, such as mass, charge, van der Waals radius. 
With molecular dynamics simulation, MM model can predict the dynamics behavior 
and provide insights into biological phenomenon such as ligand-protein binding 6, lipid 
bilayer membranes mechanism 7 and protein-nucleic acid interactions8. A natural 
marriage between QM model and MM model was made in 1976: the QM/MM was first 
introduced by Warshel and Levitt 9  as a multi-scale and multi-resolution simulation 
approach. The interesting part, such as the active site involving the chemical reaction, is 
modeled with quantum mechanics, and the rest of the system is described under 
molecular mechanics. The combined scheme is robust and allows the study of chemical 
reactions within biological environment (explicit solvent or protein environment). 
The QM/MM approach could be categorized into different types according to 
different descriptions of both QM and MM region. On the QM side, one description 
involves the use of semi-empirical method such as MNDO, AM1, PM3, empirical 
valence bond, etc. Another description on the QM side uses ab initio methods such as 
wave-function theory or density-functional theory. The ab initio method is more time-
consuming and accurate, while the semi-empirical one involves larger computational 
errors. For MM region, different force field could be applied, including non-polarizable 
or polarizable ones. Polarizability determines the dynamical response of a bound system 
to external field, and incorporating it into force field will potentially describe the 
 3 
dynamics more accurately, however, with higher computational cost. In my research, 
the QM is described mainly with density-functional theory and the non-polarizable force 
field was chosen.  
One important concern in QM/MM method is the boundary condition, where the 
QM subsystem interacts with the MM subsystem. For example, the two subsystems 
could be connected with covalent bond(s), or interacted with hydrogen bond, van der 
Waals interactions. Since two theories are distinct and based on different foundation, the 
QM/MM interface problem, “how to smoothly connect the QM/MM subsystems”, is 
considered challenging, and many studies are focusing on how to improve the 
interaction. On the covalent interaction side, many methods are proposed, such as link 
hydrogen atom10, pseudo-bond method11-13, and frozen local-orbital method14-18. On the 
non-covalent interaction side, for example electrostatic interactions, rescaled the MM 
charge 11 or smeared MM charge using Gaussian distributions 19 were used.  
Another critical issue in QM/MM method is the sampling problem. In biological 
systems, numerous structural conformations co-exist and interexchange fast due to 
thermodynamics fluctuation. To guarantee the computational simulation results reflect 
biological condition, it is important to have the simulation samples all typical 
conformations. Although there exist many enhanced sampling methods for molecular 
dynamics simulation, such as replica exchange 20, coarse-grain force field 21 and Gaussian 
network model 22, this is still very challenging in QM/MM simulation because QM 
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calculation usually runs much slower than the MM calculation. One approach to 
improve the QM/MM sampling is through faster calculation QM method, such as semi-
empirical ones, so that classical free energy approaches such as umbrella sampling 23 and 
thermodynamics integration could be applied directly and sufficient sampling could be 
reached. However, this result may be less accurate because of the deficiencies in semi-
empirical QM method, which originated in the approximations made both in the theory 
and in the parameterization process. Many other approaches based on ab initio QM 
method was developed as well, such as quantum mechanics free energy (QM-FE) 
method24,25,  hybrid ab initio quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM(ai)/MM) 
method26-29, and the QM/MM minimum free-energy path (MFEP) method30-33 developed 
in our group. The QM/MM MFEP method separates the dynamics between QM and MM 
parts, enables MM region to fully sample all the possible conformations, and then 
optimize QM structure or reaction path based on the MM ensemble effects. In this way, 
both accuracy and efficiency could be reached. 
Currently, the QM/MM method has been widely used in biological systems to 
understand thousands of enzymatic reaction mechanism34. In this dissertation, my focus 
is on QM/MM application on enzymatic mechanism (4-OT proton transfer, AnmK 
reaction), proton-coupled electron transfer process, and related methodology 
development (λ-metadynamics, non-covalent interaction analysis). 
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2. Catalytic Mechanism of 4-Oxalocrotonate 
Tautomerase: Significances of Protein−Protein 
Interactions on Proton Transfer Pathways 
“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to 
understand more, so that we may fear less.”  --- Marie Curie (1867 – 1934) 
 
2.1 Introduction 
4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase (4-OT), with an amino-terminal proline and a beta-
alpha-beta fold, is an important enzyme in tautomerase superfamily35. 4-OT catalyzes 
the ketonization process of 2-oxo-4-hexenedioate (2o4hex), to its conjugated isomer, 2-
oxo-3-hexadienedioate (2o3hex), through the dienol intermediate 2-hydroxymuconate 
(2HM) 36 as shown in Figure 1. This proton transfer process is an essential part of 
degradative metabolism pathway to convert various aromatic hydrocarbons into their 
corresponding intermediates in the Krebs cycle37. 4-OT is a unique enzyme in terms of its 
biological and chemical significances: i) it is one of the smallest subunit enzymes (each 
subunit has only 62 amino acids38) with the catalytical efficiency around seven orders 
(the ketonization process has the rate of 3×103 s-1 in 4OT, while its rate is about 1.7×10-4 s-1 
in aqueous solution with the reaction barrier around 23 kcal/mol);  ii) the proton transfer 
catalyzed by 4-OT does not involve any co-factors or transition metals; iii) the catalytic 
residue is an N-terminal proline. 
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Figure 1: Three structure formula of the substrate in 4-OT during proton transfer 
process. The deprotonated 2HM was proposed as an intermediate state during the 
reaction.  
 
Experimental36,38-48 and theoretical49-55 studies on 4-OT have been carried out since 
1990’s. The crystal structure of apo-4-OT is composed of six identical subunits arranged 
into three dimers (i.e., a hexamer)46. The spatial positions of the six subunits labeled by A 
to F are shown in Figure 2 with six inhibitors (2-oxo-3-pentynoate). Six monomers, A, B, 
C, D, E, and F form three dimers, respectively. The A-B dimer is shown in red, C-D 
dimer is shown in green, and E-F dimer is shown in blue. Six inhibitors are the stick-ball 
model. Carbon: cyan, oxygen: red, and hydrogen: white. Each subunit contains one 
active site (i.e. the hydrophobic region surrounding the amino-terminal proline: Pro1). 
Mutation experiments and theoretical studies have clearly showed that no general acid 
is required during catalysis. Instead, the amino-terminal proline (Pro1) acts as a general 
base during proton transfer. Several residues in the active site, such as Arg11’, Arg39’’, 
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and Leu8’, play important roles to stabilize the reactant as well as promote the reaction 
via electrostatic interactions54,56. (Note that the residues with single prime reside in the 
neighboring subunit of the same dimer while the residues with double primes belong to 
the nearby subunit of the adjacent dimer.)  
 
Figure 2: Crystal structure of 4-OT (PDB ID: 1BJP) with six inhibitors (2-oxo-3-
pentynoate). Six monomers are shown as A, B, C, D, E, and F. Each two monomers 
form a dimer, and the active sites locate on the interface between dimers. 
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Although previous studies40,46,48-50,52-56 of 4-OT have been helpful to understand 
the proton transfer process in the tautomerase superfamily, some key issues of this 
reaction are still obscure. First, are protein-protein interactions between monomers 
important to the reaction? As shown in Figure 2, six active sites (in A to F) of 4-OT are 
arranged in a symmetric way. Adjacent active sites within two dimers such as A and D 
are approximately 10 Å  away. The distance between two non-adjacent active sites of the 
same dimer such as E and F, is between 25 ~ 30 Å . Previous theoretical studies have 
applied both hexamer model (i.e., six protein monomers)50,55 and dimer model (i.e., two 
protein monomers)49 to study the reaction mechanism. However, 4-OT can only catalyze 
the reaction as a hexamer under physiological condition57. In addition, since each 
substrate has two negative charges on two carboxyl groups, the electrostatic interactions 
between two substrates (for instance, in A and D) are not negligible to the catalytic 
process of 4-OT.  Although all six active sites could be occupied by the singly charged 
inhibitors46 as shown in Figure 2, equilibrium mixture titration and NMR experiments48 
suggest a half-of-the-sites binding mechanism due to negative cooperative effect 
between two adjacent substrates (such as substrates in monomers A and D): Only three 
out of six active sites should be occupied to achieve the maximum reaction efficiency. 
Hence, different enzymatic structure models should be scrutinized to simulate the 
reaction.  
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Second, in the 4-OT catalytic process with Pro1 as a general base, two proton 
transfer pathways have been proposed previously: one proton at the C3 site of the 
substrate is abstracted by Pro1 and the same proton is shuttled back to the C5 site of 
2o4hex (i.e., one-proton transfer mechanism) 50-55; or one proton at C3 is first abstracted 
by Pro1 but the other proton of Pro1-N is transferred back to the substrate (i.e., two-
proton transfer mechanism)49. Unfortunately, these two distinct proton transfer 
mechanisms have not been emphasized by the previous theoretical works, which cannot 
be easily clarified by experiments.  
Third, other issues related to the substrate conformation and even the proper 
reactant forms have been debated in previous experimental and theoretical studies. For 
instance, Ruiz-Pernia et. al49 recently proposed that significant conformational changes of 
2o4hex are coupled with  proton transfer based on their dimer structure model. 
However, some studies based on the hexamer structure model50 support that the 
substrate orientation does not influence the reaction process significantly although the 
2o4hex substrate is very flexible in solvent. Whether the substrate undergoes 
conformational changes during proton transfer or not is still an open question. In 
addition, a recent experimental study53 suggests that 2HM in Figure 3 may be the 
appropriate reactant form instead of 2o4hex. Since 2HM is the dienol form of 2o4hex and 
it inter-converts fast with 2o4hex in aqueous solution, either 2HM or 2o4hex, or even 
both, can be the reactant forms in the catalytic process.  
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Figure 3: All possible chemical reaction channels involved in 4-OT. The 
interconversion between 2HM and 2o4hex is fast in aquaous environment. 
 
In this study, we built three 4-OT models: 3 dimers 3 substrates (3D3S), 3 dimers 
6 substrates (3D6S), and 1 dimer 1 substrate (1D1S) as listed in Table 1 to characterize the 
significances of protein-protein interactions on the reaction process. Our results show 
that the reaction process should be characterized by the hexamer model. The half-of-the-
sites occupation mechanism is supported by comparing the reaction barrier differences 
between 3D3S and 3D6S. During the reaction, the same proton of C3 is transferred from 
C3 to C5 of 2o4hex via Pro1 as a general base. Large conformation changes on substrate 
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(i.e., 1-carboxyl group rotations) do not occur based on the hexamer model. 2HM, which 
was used in previous experiments as an alternative reactant, may adopt another 
different reaction mechanism through water in the first proton transfer process 
comparing with the 2o4hex reactant.  
 
2.2 Computational Methods and QM/MM Simulations 
The QM/MM minimum free-energy path method (QM/MM-MFEP)32,58 was 
applied to optimize the geometries of reactant and product. The reaction barriers were 
computed by combining QM/MM-MFEP with path optimization methods of Nudged 
Elastic Bond (NEB)59. The key feature of QM/MM-MFEP is that all of calculations are 
performed on a potential of mean force (PMF) surface of the fixed QM subsystem 
conformation, which is defined by 
 (   )   
 
 
  (∫       (   (        ))) 
where   (       ) is the total energy of the entire system expressed as a function of the 
Cartesian coordinates of the QM and MM subsystems. The QM/MM interaction energy 
in  (       ) includes the electrostatic interactions from classical point charges and 
Van der Waals interactions between QM and MM subsystems. The QM point charges 
are fitted from the QM electrostatic potential with the QM geometry at each 
optimization cycle. The boundary atoms between QM and MM subsystems are 
simulated by the pseudobond approach 11 with the recently refitted parameters13. 
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The QM/MM MFEP with sequential sampling is an efficient and accurate 
approach to perform reaction path optimization using the NEB or Quadratic String 
Method60. The detailed procedure was discussed in Refs. 30,32,58. This sequential sampling 
method has been successfully applied to study several enzymatic reaction 
mechanisms31,61-63 and solution reactions64. This approach was further extended to 
compute accurate redox free energies for different solutes in aqueous solution65.  
 
2.3 Computational Details 
2.3.1 Three structural models 
The crystal structure of 4-OT with six inhibitors was taken from Ref. 55. 
Considering the proton transfer stereochemistry40 and the protonation states of histidine 
residues50, three enzyme models were built as listed in Table 1. In the 3D3S model, three 
substrates occupy three active sites since the negative cooperative effect was observed in 
experiments. As such, the shortest distance between two substrates in 3D3S is ~25 Å  
compared to 10 Å  in 3D6S when all six active sites are occupied. Since each monomer 
has one negative charge and each substrate has two negative charges, the total charges 
for 3D6S, 3D3S, and 1D1S systems are -18, -12, and -4, respectively. 3D6S and 3D3S are 
solvated in a rectangular water box of          Å 3, which contains 5,869 protein 
atoms and 21,404 water molecules. 1D1S is solvated in a          Å 3 water box with 
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1,971 protein atoms and 11,417 water molecules. Protein and water molecules are 
described by CHARMM22 force fields 66,67 and TIP3P model 68, respectively. 
 
Table 1: Three computational models of 4-OT 
Model Number of Dimers Number of Substrates Total Charge 
3D6S 3 6 -18 
3D3S 3 3 -12 
1D1S 1 1 -4 
 
2.3.2 MD simulations of enzyme complex 
Using force field parameters on substrates from our previous study56,57, three 
model systems were warmed gradually from 10 K up to 300 K with a series of restrained 
120 ps MD simulations. Harmonic restraints were applied on all heavy atoms with a 
force constant of 40 kcal/mol/Å 2, then reduced to 20 kcal/mol/Å 2. Finally, only     atoms 
were restrained with a force constant of 10 kcal/mol/Å 2. During the warming procedure, 
all the substrate structures were fixed. 2 ns MD simulations for three models were 
performed without any restraints to reach the equilibrium states. Subsequently, three 
independent 2.4 ns MD simulations were carried out for three models to characterize the 
dynamic behaviors of three protein models. The leapfrog algorithm (a modified version 
of the Verlet algorithm69) was employed with different integration step sizes: 1 fs for 
short range force, 4 fs for medium range force, and 8 fs for long range electrostatic force. 
The PME method was applied to take long range electrostatic interactions70 into account 
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with the uniform grids (i.e., one grid point per Å  in this work). Bonds in water molecules 
were constrained by the SHAKE algorithm71. A 9-15 Å  dual cut off method was 
employed to generate the nonbonded pair list, which was updated every 16 fs. The NVT 
ensemble was used in all molecular dynamic simulations with T=300K, which was 
maintained by the Berendsen thermostat 72 with 0.05 ps relaxation time. 
2.3.3 QM/MM-MFEP simulations of proton transfer reaction 
Since the reaction catalyzed by 4-OT is the proton transfer process with Pro1 as a 
general base, the active site described by QM contains the deprotonated 2o4hex, 
protonated Pro1, and the boundary atom Ile2    
between Pro1 and Ile2. Only one 
substrate is computed by QM during the QM/MM simulations while the other substrates 
are depicted by the fitted MM force fields55. Therefore, the total number of QM atoms is 
33 including the boundary atom, which were calculated by B3LYP/6-31+G(d) 73,74. All the 
geometries for reactants, intermediates, and product states were optimized by the 
QM/MM-MFEP approach. The bond length difference between Pro1-N-H and C3 of the 
substrate is used as the driving coordinate to generate the initial path from reactant to 
intermediate state while the bond length difference between Pro1-N-H and C5 of the 
substrate is chosen as another coordinate to obtain the initial path from intermediate to 
product states. The MM MD sampling time for single point geometry optimizations with 
the QM/MM-MFEP approach in the coordinate driving procedure is 40 ps. Based on the 
foregoing initial reaction paths, NEB was employed to optimize the reaction path in 
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association with QM/MM-MFEP. During the NEB path optimizations, the MD sampling 
time was initially taken as 40 ps at each optimization cycle, and was increased to 80 ps 
later. The 160 ps MD sampling was also performed to verify the convergence of the path 
optimizations. The computational details for MM MD samplings in the QM/MM-MFEP 
calculations are same as the classical MD simulations discussed before. 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Ketonization mechanism in 4-OT depends on enzymatic models 
The root mean square deviations (RMSD) of the alpha carbon atoms on the 
protein backbone computed from 4.8 and 2.4 ns MD simulations are shown in Figure 4 
for 1D1S, 3D3S, and 3D6S using their initial structures as the references, respectively. 
The substrate form is chosen as the deprotonated 2HM, which is a stable intermediate 
state during proton transfer process. Pro1-N is protonated as well. The overall RMSD 
values for both 3D6S and 3D3S hexamer models are less than 1.5 Å , which suggests that 
the global structures of 3D6S and 3D3S are very stable. However, the 1D1S model 
exhibits large structural fluctuations, in which the RMSD value can be larger than 3 Å .  
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Figure 4: Root-mean-square-deviations (RMSDs) of 3D3S, 3D6S, and 1D1S from 2.4 ns 
(4.8 ns) MD simulations. Both hexamer models are stable while the dimer model is 
highly fluctuated.  
 
The analysis of the MD trajectory in 1D1S suggests that the substrate cannot bind 
tightly to the surrounding protein residues from one dimer of 4-OT. To further support 
this understanding, we monitored key substrate-protein hydrogen bond distances. 
Particularly, two hydrogen bond distances between Arg39 and the substrate and another 
two distances between Arg61’ and the substrate fluctuate dramatically. The hydrogen 
bonds between Arg61’ and the deprotonated 2HM undergo large fluctuations and can 
be broken during the MD simulations while Arg39 rotate its side-chain to stabilize the 
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substrate by breaking the initial hydrogen bonds and plays a similar role as Arg39’’ in 
other two hexamer models, the active site is highly exposed to the solvent and exhibits 
large fluctuations during the MD simulations. In contrast, the geometries of active sites 
in both 3D3S and 3D6S models are maintained as well as the entire protein structures. 
Based on the entire hexamer structure in Figure 2, the occupied active site in one dimer 
such as AB is encompassed with the beta sheet and alpha helix from subunits C and D. 
These protein-protein interactions between dimers can stabilize the beta-hairpin and 
beta-strand at the end of subunit A. As such, the hydrophobic environment surrounding 
the active site of subunit A is produced and is maintained during MD simulations. More 
importantly, the essential Arg39’’ in the two hexamer models (note that the critical 
Arg39’’ is completely missing in 1D1S) interacts with the 1-carboxyl group of the 
substrate through two hydrogen bonds, which can stabilize the substrate in 4-OT and 
promote the proton transfer reaction.  
In the previous study by Ruiz-Pernia et al49 using the one dimer model with both 
active site occupied, they observed the proton transfer process is coupled with 1-
carboxyl group rotation of the substrate. Since two active sites in one dimer are more 
than 20 Å  away, our 1D1S model with one active site occupied is similar to Ruiz-Pernia’s 
one dimer model. As such, we performed QM/MM MFEP reaction path optimization for 
the second proton transfer step with our 1D1S model (i.e., proton transfer from the 
protonated Pro1 to C5 of the deprotonated 2HM). The calculated activation barrier 
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around 7.0 kcal/mol, which agrees with the previous study in Ref.49, which has the 
barrier around 5.0 kcal/mol. We found that after the second proton transfer is 
accomplished, the substrate undergoes the 1-carboxyl group rotations to further relax 
itself to a more stable conformation state with the barrier around 8.0 kcal/mol. Although 
our calculations on the 1D1S model focus on the second proton transfer process, our 
results suggest that the proton transfer processes in 1D1S of 4-OT may involve the 
substrate conformation changes as shown in Ref. 49. Note that the dimer form of 4-OT 
can only exist when the pH value is less than 4.8 and the enzymatic activity is then 
completely lost57. Therefore, to reveal the subtle reaction mechanism of 4-OT in 
physiological conditions, we use the hexamer model (i.e., 3D3S and 3D6S) in the 
following sections. 
2.4.2 One-proton transfer mechanism supported in 3D3S and 3D6S 
The reaction process catalyzed by 4-OT includes two proton transfer steps 
through Pro1 as a general base and requires one definite intermediate (i.e., deprotonated 
2HM) between the two steps (see Figure 1).  Experiments alone cannot determine 
whether or not the same proton is involved for two sequential proton transfer steps. 
Herein, two mechanisms have been investigated in previous theoretical studies49,55: one-
proton transfer mechanism, in which the same proton is transferred twice; and two-
proton transfer mechanism, in which two different protons participate in two separate 
transfer steps.  
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To determine the preference of either one- or two- proton transfer mechanism in 
3D3S and 3D6S, we found that the Pro1 orientation with respect to the substrate 
conjugate plane is a structural metric. As shown in Figure 5, the relative positions 
between Pro1 and 2o4hex can be characterized by the dihedral angle formed by Pro1:N, 
Pro1:CA, Pro1:CD, and 2o4hex:C4 shown in the inset of Figure 5. When the five-ring 
plane of Pro1 is perpendicular to the conjugate plane of 2o4hex (i.e., θ=0◦ or 180◦), the 
two-proton transfer mechanism is favorable: one proton is abstracted by Pro1 and the 
other one on Pro1-N is transferred to the substrate. When the dihedral angle between 
two planes is close to zero (i.e., θ=90◦), the proton on Pro1 resides in the opposite side of 
the Pro1 plane that suggests one-proton transfer mechanism. Based on the 2.4 ns MD 
simulations with the deprotonated 2HM, the average dihedral angles were 62 and 60 
degree in 3D3S and 3D6S, respectively. Therefore, the Pro1 plane is always parallel with 
respect to the substrate plane, which indicates that one-proton transfer mechanism is 
preferred in the hexamer models. 
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Figure 5: The dihedral angle metric which distinguished two possible proton transfer 
pathways is defined by Pro1-N, Pro1-CA, Pro1-CD, and substrate-C4, i.e., N, CA, CD, 
and C4. In the left case, only one proton is involved in the transfer process; in the 
right case, two protons are involved.  
 
Since the substrates were described by the MM force fields in our MM MD 
simulations, we prepared one new system directly generated from the 4-OT crystal 
structure with the inhibitor (PDB ID: 1BJP)46. Note that the initial dihedral angle is close 
to 180◦. Five independent direct QM/MM MD simulations1 with three 2o4hex substrates 
were performed up to 32 ps. (Note that only one substrate is characterized by QM and 
the other two are still computed by the MM force fields.) The average dihedral angles for 
                                                     
1 Details: The initial crystal structure is taken from PDB: 1BJP, with the inhibitor substituted by the 
2o4hex/2HM reactant. The QM subsystem in this direct MD simulation only includes one substrate. The 
other two substrates (2o4hex) are modeled with the classical force field. The integration step for short, 
medium and long distance interactions are 1, 4, and 8 fs, respectively. The pair list is updated every 8 fs. 
This system is solvated in a rectangular box             with 21,477 TIP3P water molecules. Energy 
minimization and series constraints were added to warm up the system to 300K. Five independent 
computations are carried out. The trajectories are saved at each 32 fs and 1000 snapshots were generated in 
the total 32 ps simulations 
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five MD simulations were 92, 104, 98, 72, and 76 degree. This result is consistent with the 
classical MM MD simulations. Overall, both MM and QM/MM simulations support that 
the Pro1 plane is parallel with respect to the substrate plane during the reaction. (Note 
that we have also carried out QM/MM-MFEP simulations to study the two-proton 
transfer mechanism in both 3D3S and 3D6S. We found that the active site is completely 
distorted due to the orientation of Pro1 plane and the reaction path cannot be obtained.) 
One-proton transfer mechanism is preferred because of this active site structural feature.  
2.4.3 Half-of-the-sites occupation number is supported 
The free energy profiles of the optimized reaction paths for 3D3S and 3D6S using 
one-proton transfer mechanism is illustrated in Figure 6. For both structural models, the 
reaction involves two sequential proton transfer steps as discussed in the next section. 
The rate-limiting step for the 3D3S and 3D6S models is the first proton transfer step with 
the reaction barriers of 18.5 and 27.1 kcal/mol, respectively. The barriers for the second 
proton transfer step are 15.2 and 23.0 kcal/mol, respectively in 3D3S and 3D6S. Since the 
only structural difference between 3D3S and 3D6S is the number of substrates in the 4-
OT hexamer, the corresponding barrier difference indicates that the occupation of all 
active sites by six substrates in 3D6S impair the catalytic activity of 4-OT, which agrees 
with the experimental observations of negative cooperative effect48. Therefore, our 
theoretical calculations on 3D3S and 3D6S support the experimentally observed half-of-
the-sites occupation mechanism in 4-OT. 
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Figure 6: Reaction free energy diagrams of 3D3S (solid line) and 3D6S (dashed line). 
The half-of-the-active-site occupation model is demonstrated to be more effective for 
the reaction.  
 
In Figure 6, the free energy difference between intermediate and reactant states is 
only 9.8 kcal/mol in 3D3S compared to 17.8 kcal/mol in 3D6S. To explain why the 
deprotonated 2HM needs higher energy to reach in 3D6S than in 3D3S, the geometric 
differences between 3D3S and 3D6S around the active site were scrutinized using 
classical MD simulations with the intermediate state (i.e., deprotonated 2HM). We found 
that several distance patterns play important roles to stabilize the intermediate state, 
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including key hydrogen bonds between the substrate (S) and nearby residues (i.e., 
Arg39’’, Arg61’, Arg11’, and Leu8’) and one distance between Arg39 CZ atom and 
substrate C1 atom (Arg39-S). The measured average distances from MM MD 
simulations are listed in Table 2. For 3D3S and 3D6S, Arg39’’-S and Arg61’-S are nearly 
identical, which suggests that Arg61’ and Arg39’’ bind tightly the head part (i.e., 1-
carboxyl and 2-keto group) of the deprotonated 2HM through hydrogen bonds 
regardless of the occupation number in the six active sites. However, the bond distances 
of Arg11’-S, Leu8’-S, and Arg39-S in 3D3S are much shorter than in 3D6S. In fact, these 
shorter hydrogen bond distances between Leu8’/Arg11’ and the tail part of substrate in 
3D3S help stabilize the intermediate state. In addition, Arg39-S in 3D6S becomes 1.4 Å  
longer than in 3D3S because Arg39 in 3D6S must bind another substrate in the adjacent 
active site. We further carried out Non-Covalent Interaction (NCI) analysis75 76 for a 
typical snapshot from 3D3S and 3D6S MD simulations to visualize and qualitatively 
compare non-covalent interactions strength77 between the substrate and the surrounding 
protein amino acids2. As shown in Figure 7, Arg39 forms a hydrogen bond to the 
                                                     
2 The Non-Covalent Interaction (NCI) analysis is a newly defined index based on the study of the density 
and the reduced density gradient. As previously described [Jonhson, E. et al, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 132, 6498 
(2010), Contreras-Garcia, J. et al. J. Chem. Theory. Comput., 7, 625 (2011)] it is possible to link the non-
covalent interaction to the low reduce density gradient/low density area, the different local minima of the 
reduced gradient being named NCI Critical Point of Interaction (CPI). In addition, as previously stated, it is 
possible to link the density at the NCI CPI to the strength of the interaction [Contreras-Garcia, J., et al, J. 
Phys. Chem. A, 115, 12983 (2011)]. The NCI analyses were performed with NCIPLOT software using 
promolecular densities. The geometries were extracted from typical MD simulation snapshot. The ligand 
keyword was used in order to visualize only the interactions between the ligand (deprotonated 2HM) and 
the protein within 5Å  of the ligand, with a grid interval 0.2, 0.2, 0.2 Å  along each dimension. In Figure 7, the 
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deprotonated 2HM in 3D3S but not in 3D6S. In addition, the densities at the NCI critical 
point of interaction for the hydrogen bonds between Arg39’’ and the deprotonated 2HM 
(list in Table 2) are larger in 3D3S (0.052 and 0.057) than in 3D6S (0.031 and 0.045). This 
indicates that the hydrogen bond between Arg39’’ and the deprotonated 2HM is 
stronger in 3D3S than in 3D6S. Overall, the NCI analysis qualitatively agrees with our 
previous structural analysis. As such, 3D3S can form more compact hydrophobic 
environments due to the half-of-the-sites occupation to stabilize the intermediate state 
and lower the activation barrier for the first proton transfer step. 
 
Figure 7: NCI topologies of the 3D3S and 3D6S systems. The critical points density 
shed light on the strength between substrate protein interactions, and it supports the 
3D3S has a stronger binding intermediate state.  
 
                                                     
 
color ranges for densities from -0.04 to 0.04 au and the surfaces correspond to a reduced density gradient 
lower or equal to 0.3. 
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Table 2: Average distances and NCI density between the substrate (“S”) and key 
residues from classical MM MD simulations using the intermediate state of substrate 
 Arg39’’-S Arg61’-S Arg11’-S Leu8’-S Arg39-S 
3D3S 
Distance(Å ) 1.78, 1.68 1.76, 1.72 1.73, 1.64 1.81 4.88 
Density 0.052, 0.057 0.026, 0.034 0.064, 0.051 0.038 0.038 
3D6S 
Distance(Å ) 1.76, 1.66 1.67, 1.76 2.18, 1.78 2.65 6.24 
Density 0.031, 0.045 0.050, 0.045 0.022, 0.060 0.035 ----- 
 
2.4.4 Detailed reaction mechanism revealed by the 3D3S model 
Based on the QM/MM-MFEP simulations of 3D3S, the proton transfer process 
catalyzed by 4OT includes two sequential proton transfer steps: the proton on the 
substrate C3 atom is abstracted by the nitrogen (Pro-N) atom on neutral Pro1 to reach 
the intermediate state; after the substrate slides slightly to pose the C5 atom of the 
substrate above Pro1-N, and then this proton is shuttled back to C5 on the Si face. The 
rate-limiting step is the first proton transfer step with the activation barrier 18.5 
kcal/mol, which agrees with the previous theoretical studies49-51,55 and the estimated 
experimental value (13.8 kcal/mol)36. 
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Figure 8: Optimized geometries for reactant, intermediate, and product states in 3D3S 
 
The optimized geometries of the reactant (index 5 in Figure 6), intermediate 
(index 23), and product states (index 43) are shown in Figure 8. (Note that the 
intermediate state has some iso-energy conformations caused by the substrate sliding 
during the reaction. All these structures are chosen based on the lowest free energy 
points along the optimized reaction path.) Since the surrounding residues are crucial to 
stabilize these geometries, the ensemble averaged values of distances between the QM 
active site and surrounding residues in MM subsystems were calculated in QM/MM-
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MFEP simulations. All the key distances are listed in Table 3 for the reactant, first 
transition state (TS1), intermediate, second transition state (TS2), and product. The 
values of Arg39’’-S, Arg11’-S, and Leu8’-S indicate that the Arg39’’, Arg11’, and Leu8’ 
residues bind the substrate strongly in all five states during the reaction through the 
stable hydrogen bonds. The distance of Arg61’-S becomes shorter to stabilize TS1, 
intermediate, and TS2. Furthermore, the shorter distance of Arg39-S in the intermediate 
state suggests that Arg39 binds the intermediate state tightly to form a compact active 
site structure and stabilize the intermediate state. In contrast, Arg39 in 1D1S serves a 
similar role as Arg39’’ in 3D3S, which stabilizes the 1-carobxyl group of 2o4hex and 
facilitates the proton transfer reaction. These structural observations are consistent with 
previous theoretical studies51,52,55. In contrast to the recent study49 based on one dimer 
model for 4-OT, no large conformation changes of the substrate occur during the 
reaction in 3D3S. Instead, the alternative reactant geometry of 2o4hex may exist during 
the reaction as discussed below. 
 
Table 3: Average distances between the substrate (“S”) and key residues for five states 
of the reaction from QM/MM-MFEP simulations in the 3D3S model 
Distance (Å ) Arg39’’-S Arg61’-S Arg11’-S Leu8’-S Arg39-S 
Reactant 1.73, 1.69 1.71, 1.91 1.64, 1.71 1.72 5.24 
TS1 1.69, 1.66 1.68, 1.78 1.66, 1.74 1.75 5.24 
Intermediate 1.65, 1.67 1.67, 1.73 1.65, 1.72 1.72 4.37 
TS2 1.75, 1.60 1.63, 1.71 1.66, 1.76 1.74 5.18 
Product 1.80, 1.58 1.75, 1.97 1.69, 1.79 1.76 4.98 
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2.4.5 2o4hex can have the alternative reactant geometry with different 
1-carboxyl group orientation 
As shown in Figure 8, the head 1-carboxyl group is stabilized by Arg61’, Arg39’’, 
and Arg39 while the tail carboxyl group is anchored by hydrogen bonds with Arg11’ 
and Leu8’. However, 2o4hex itself is a flexible substrate in aqueous solution. In fact, we 
observed two possible reactant geometries with two different orientations of the 1-
carboxyl group as shown in the insets of Figure 9:  "straight" and "bent". The free energy 
difference between the straight orientation and the bent one in 4-OT was computed by 
the QM/MM MFEP approach using the dihedral angle defined by atoms C1, C2, C3, and 
C4 of the substrate as the initial driving coordinate. Figure 9 indicates that the free 
energy difference between “straight” and “bent” conformations is less than 1 kcal/mol. 
(Note that the activation barrier between “straight” and “bent” conformations only 
demonstrates that such conformation changes are not possible after 2o4hex docks to the 
protein binding pocket.) Energetically, both “straight” and “bent” conformations are 
possible as the reactant. The specific reactant conformation in 4-OT depends on the 
docking process between the substrate and 4-OT. Furthermore, the first proton transfer 
step with the “bent” reactant in the 3D3S model was simulated by QM/MM-MFEP. The 
reaction barrier of the first proton transfer step is about 16.0 kcal/mol, which is 
comparable with the result from the “straight” reactant. This suggests that both 
“straight” and “bent” conformations of 2o4hex can be the reactant geometry.  
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Figure 9: Free energy profiles of 2o4hex in 4-OT from “straight” to “bent” 
conformations. Two substrates have similar free energy while binding with the active 
site, however, the interchange may not be possible due to high rotation barriers. 
 
The recent theoretical study by Ruiz-Pernia et al49 observed that the substrate 
conformation (i.e., the orientations of 1-carboxyl group) undergoes large changes during 
the reaction using their dimer model of 4-OT. In their works, the reactant 2o4hex with 
the “bent” conformation is first changed to the “straight” one in the intermediate state 
and the 1-carboxyl group rotates itself back to generate the “bent” product 2o3hex. In 
our 1D1S model, we also observe the substrate orientation change in the second proton 
transfer process, which supports that substrate conformational change might be 
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necessary in a dimer model. However, in 3D3S and 3D6S models, we do not observe 
these large conformation changes. The substrate always remains either “straight” or 
“bent” during the reaction in the hexamer models.  
Based on our simulation results of 1D1S, 3D3S, and 3D6S models, we found that 
the substrate conformation change depends on the enzymatic model used. In the dimer 
model (i.e., 1D1S and Ruiz-Pernia’s models), Arg39 and Arg61’ cannot bind the 
substrate tightly. As such, the active site structure is flexible during the reaction. The 
rotation of the 1-carboxyl group of 2o4hex is required to promote the proton transfer 
process. In the hexamer model (i.e., 3D3S and 3D6S), the substrate is confined by 
surrounding amino acids including Arg39’’, Arg61’ and Arg11’. The 1-carboxyl group of 
2o4hex cannot be rotated easily and its rotation is not necessary to transfer the proton 
due to the docked structure (see Figure 8-A). In addition, the one-proton or two-proton 
transfer mechanism also depends on the enzymatic model. In the dimer model, since the 
active site is exposed to the solvent and endures large structural fluctuations, the Pro1 
orientation might be perpendicular with respect to the substrate plane. Hence, the two-
proton transfer mechanism is plausible in the dimer model, but not in the hexamer 
model. 
2.4.6 Alternative reactant 2HM may adopt a water-mediated proton 
transfer mechanism 
Based on the original experimental study36, 2o4hex has been used as the reactant 
form in most of theoretical studies. However, some recent experimental studies53,78 
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proposed that 2HM may serve as the reactant. (Note that more details about the reaction 
channels among 2o4hex, 2HM, and 2o3hex are discussed3.)  
2HM has two different states: protonated or deprotonated. The deprotonated 
state in Figure 1 is the intermediate state of the 4-OT reaction. Since 2o4hex and 
protonated 2HM can interconvert quickly in aqueous solution, it is very challenging for 
experimental approaches to identify the correct reactant form. Herein, we performed 32 
ps direct QM/MM MD simulations with 2o4hex and 2HM substrates using the “bent” 
conformation. The key reaction coordinates, i.e., the distance between Pro-R proton 
(stereo-chemically different from Pro-S proton) in 2o4hex (or 2-hydroxyl proton in 2HM) 
and Pro-N, were monitored during MD simulations. As listed in Tables S3 and S4, the 
average distances in 2o4hex are 3.40, 4.87, 3.74, 3.52, and 3.26 Å  for five independent 
simulations. In contrast, the average distances in 2HM are 5.24, 5.28, 4.69, 5.07 and 4.74. 
The longer distance for the first step proton transfer in 2HM indicates that 2HM needs 
                                                     
3 With the stereochemistry study of YwhB, a 4-OT homologue, Johnson, W.H. et al [Biochemistry, 46, 11919 
(2007)] proposed that “the conversion of 2o4hex and 2HM may not be enzyme-catalyzed, and this 
observation could further suggest that 4-OT does not catalyze a 1,3-allylic rearrangement of 2o4hex to 
2o3hex, but instead, may simply catalyze the conversion of 2HM to 2o3hex”. To clarify the reactant issue in 
4-OT, we list all the possible reaction channels in Figure 3. We think Johnson’s stereochemistry argument 
cannot rule out the 1,3 allylic rearrangement of 2o4hex to 2o3hex because the deprotonated 2HM, not 
protonated 2HM, is the intermediate state in 4-OT. Therefore, the inter-conversion between 2o4hex and 
2o3hex does not go through the protonated 2HM. We think some of experimental studies did not realize 
two different protonation states of 2HM. Even if interconversion of 2o4hex and 2HM may not be enzyme-
catalyzed, this cannot prove that 4-OT does not catalyze 1,3-allylic rearrangement between 2o4hex and 
2o3hex. Furthermore, since the tail part (6-carboxyl group) of substrate is anchored strongly by Arg11’ and 
Leu8’, the abstracted proton can only be transferred to the Si face. With the racemate 2o4hex substrate, a 
stereospecific 2o3hex can also be generated. The arguments from experimental studies about the reactant 
state are thus rendered ineffective by the fast conversion between 2HM and 2o4hex. Based on our theoretical 
studies, 2o4hex is still a plausible reactant. 
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extra free energies to promote the first proton transfer. Further QM/MM-MFEP reaction 
path simulations on the first step demonstrate that the reaction barrier for the first step 
using 2HM as reactant is increased 27.6 kcal/mol. Compared to the computed barrier 
18.5 kcal/mol using 2o4hex in 3D3S, 2HM is not likely to be a suitable reactant when the 
direct proton transfer mechanism is applied for the first proton transfer process.  
However, previous experiments53 demonstrated that 2HM (reaction barrier: 12.92 
kcal/mol) can be catalyzed by 4-OT more efficiently than 2o4hex (reaction barrier: 13.77 
kcal/mol). The discrepancy between our computed reaction profile and experiments 
indicates that 2HM may adopt a different reaction mechanism rather than direct proton 
transfer for the first step. We carried out three independent 640 ps classical MD 
simulations for 2HM, using both straight and bent conformations as the initial 
structures, respectively (substrate force field is generated using MATCH program79 and 
the simulation details are shown in footnote4). The monitored distance between 2HM 2-
hydroxyl proton and Pro-N is 4.17, 4.14 and 4.10 Å  for three simulations with the bent 
                                                     
4 The force field parameters for 2HM are generated using MATCH program. The molecular dynamics 
simulations preparations are same as in 3D3S model. Three independent 640 ps simulations are carried out 
for both straight and bent conformation, and 200 snapshots are taken during each trajectory, with a 3.2 ps 
interval.  
After the 640 ps MD simulation, a structure is taken out for further QM/MM MFEP optimization. In this 
QM/MM calculation, besides previous QM active site (Pro1 and substrate), three arginine residues (Arg39’’, 
Arg61’, Arg11’) side chains are also included in the QM region. The pseudo-atom for three arginine residues 
are the CG atoms, and pseudo-atom basis parameters is taken from Ref.28. The QM active site model is 
constructed based on the QM part of QM/MM optimization, with all arginine pseudo-atoms replaced by 
hydrogen atoms, and the Pro1 is terminated with methyl group. Total atom number in the QM active site 
model is 74. In QM calculation, we fixed all protein residue side chain carbon atoms, and the QM calculation 
is carried out in Gaussian 09, with B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, within gas phase and implicit solvent model 
(CPCM). Two reactions coordinate, distance between 2-hydroxyl hydrogen – water oxygen and hydrogen 
on water – Pro-N, were chosen to scan the 2-D reaction energy profile. 
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conformation, and 5.60, 5.17 and 5.15 Å  for three simulations with the straight 
conformation. The structural information suggests that the direct proton transfer from 
2HM 2-hydroxyl proton to Pro-N is not favored. However, in all three simulations with 
the bent conformation, one water molecule forms a persistent hydrogen bond with the 
2HM 2-hydroxyl proton. Hence, we proposed that the water molecule could participate 
in the first proton transfer process. The optimized reactant structure including this water 
molecule, surrounding with Arg 11’, Arg 61’, Arg39’’ side chains, the bent 2HM, and 
Pro1 by our QM/MM-MFEP simulations is shown in Figure 10-A. Using this optimized 
structure, we conducted two-dimension potential energy surface (2D-PES) scan using 
two bond distances (r1, represents distance between 2-hydroxyl proton and water 
oxygen; r2 represents distance between water hydrogen and Pro nitrogen, see calculation 
details in footnote 4) with Gaussian09 program80. The 2D-PES results in gas phase and 
implicit solvent model as shown in Figure 10-B and Figure 10-C indicate that the water-
mediated proton transfer process has a low activation barrier less than 10 kcal/mol. 
Therefore, 2HM may adopt a new reaction mechanism involving a water molecule to 
facilitate the first proton transfer.  
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Figure 10: The optimized reactant structure with 2HM, and two-dimension energy 
surface for the first proton transfer reaction. An additional water molecule is highly 
possible to involve the reaction process with 2HM substrate 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
Although the mechanism of proton transfer reaction catalyzed by 4-OT has been 
studied in the last ten years, several reaction details are not clear. In this work, we 
applied classical MD and ab initio QM/MM-MFEP simulations to explore the subtle 
reaction mechanism of the ketonization process. We found that 4-OT, as a hexamer, 
contains the strong protein-protein interactions needed to maintain the stable structures 
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of six active sites. As a consequence, a real hexamer model is appropriate to study this 
enzyme. The proton transfer pathway only involves one single proton for the two 
sequential steps: the Pro-R proton on the substrate C3 atom is first abstracted by Pro-N 
to reach the intermediate state; and then this proton is shuttled back to C5 of the 
substrate on the Si surface to fulfill the ketonization process. By comparing the barrier 
difference between 3D3S and 3D6S, we demonstrate that this reaction achieves the 
optimal efficiency when three out of six active sites are occupied by three substrates. 
This is consistent with the negative cooperative effect observed in experiments. The 
substrate conformation changes of 2o4hex are not observed in our hexamer models. Two 
possible conformations of 2o4hex may exist as the reactant, which may be determined 
by the docking process between 2o4hex and 4-OT. We further showed that protonated 
2HM may serve as reactant using a water-mediated reaction mechanism for the first 
proton transfer process. Overall, our work clarifies several important issues about the 
reaction mechanism of 4-OT and reveals the concrete proton transfer pathway in the 
ketonization process.  
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3. Catalytic Mechanism of Anhydro-N-acetylmuramic 
acid kinase: How Multiple Reaction Coordinates 
Coupled 
“The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new 
discoveries, is not 'Eureka!' (I found it!) But 'That's funny ...'” --- Isaac Asimov (1920 – 
1992) 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Bacterial cell wall biosynthesis inhibition is one of the four key mechanisms used 
by present antibacterial drugs 81, and the cell wall modification was introduced as 
potential targets for new antimicrobials81 and abrogating bacterial virulence 82. 
Peptidoglycan is the skeleton of the bacterial cell wall, and over 50% peptidoglycan are 
broken down in each generation 83. A recycling mechanism was discovered to recollect 
the fragmented peptidoglycan in Escherichia coli 84 85. Until now, nine enzymes have been 
found to involve the cell wall peptidoglycan recycling process in a complex manner86. 
Anhydro-N-acetylmuramic acid kinase (AnmK) 87, which is one of the nine enzymes, 
converts a recycling intermediate compound, 1, 6-anhydro-N-acetylmuramic acid 
(anhMurNAc), into a following intermediate compound, N-acetylmuramic acid-
phosphate (MurNAc-P), which is further turned into N-Acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) in 
downstream processes.  
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The cell wall peptidoglycan is constructed by cross-linked peptide chain and 
alternating sugar residues (MurNAc and GlcNAc) as a mesh-like layer. The 
anhMurNAc, the anhydrolized form of MurNAc in the recycling process, has a bicyclic 
monosaccharide conformation. It is structurally similar as levoglucosan, except two 
hydroxyl groups in levoglucosan were replaced by 2-acetamido and 3-O-lactyl groups. 
In the AnmK reaction process when anhMurNAc was phosphorylated, the 1,6-anhydro 
ring is cleaved at the same step. Moreover, the stereochemistry at the anomeric center of 
MurNAc will undergo an inversion from β - to α - configuration 88, which further 
complicates the reaction mechanism by integrating the saccharide conformation reaction 
coordinate.   
Experimental studies have been carried out to understand the protein-substrates 
interaction. In a previous X-ray crystallography study 88, ADP and anhMurNAc 
bounded AnmK structures were characterized separately and superimposed to 
understand the reaction mechanism. The model predicts that γ-phosphate of ATP lies 
about 3.0 Å  from O6 of anhMurNAc, and an in-line phosphoryl transfer was proposed. 
The Asp183 is conserved in AnmK and assumed to act as a general based to activate a 
positioned water molecule. The positioned water attack and cleavage of 1,6-anhydro 
bond result an inversion of MurNAc from a β - to α - configuration, and a 1H-NMR 
analysis confirms the anomer conversion. A one-step catalytic mechanism was finally 
proposed. Further X-ray structure and reaction mechanism was explored by Mccafferty, 
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et. al. [unpublished work], and two transition mimic structures were crystalized: AnmK 
with ANP, anhMurNAc bounded, and AnmK with ADP, VO3, Mg2+, anhMurNAc 
bounded. Their study indicates that AnmK undergoes a large conformational 
reorganization involving the domain movement after both substrates (ATP and 
anhMurNAc) are bounded. The Glu330 was proposed to take an important role to either 
facilitate the phosphate transfer or serve as an intermediate shuttle for the phosphate 
group.  
Although there is no preceding theoretical study on AnmK reaction mechanism, 
many computational studies focusing on related saccharide-involved enzymatic 
reactions, such as glycoside hydrolase 89, have been carried out, to explore the influence 
about saccharide conformation distortion on nucleophile attack process 90. However, in 
both retention and inversion mechanisms, reactant and product states are maintained in 
either 4C1 91 92 or 1C4 93 94 configuration, while in the AnmK reaction, the saccharide 
conformational change is extended to different reactant and product states. Other 
studies focusing on saccharide conformational pathway about conversion between 4C1 
and 1C4 conformations of six-member saccharide rings in gas phase 95 96,97 are also 
instructive. However, due to the complex active site environment, and the highly 
restrained 1,6-anhydro bond in anhMurNAc, their predictive power on AnmK reaction 
is limited. The AnmK reaction mechanism offers peculiar challenges on not only 
involving conversion between 4C1 to 1C4 conformation, but also integrating the 
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phosphate transfer, nucleophilic attack and 1,6-anhydro bond cleavage, as shown in 
Figure 11. This study on AnmK reaction mechanism explores multiple reactions 
coordinates challenge.  
 
Figure 11: Reaction process in AnmK. The saccharide conformation changes from 4C1 
to 1C4 conformation, phosphate group from ATP attaches to the substrate O6 position, 
and the substrate C1 atom is nucleophile attacked by one water molecule.  
 
3.2 Computational Methods and QM/MM Simulations 
The QM/MM minimum free-energy path method (QM/MM-MFEP)32,58 was 
applied to optimize the geometries of reactant and product. The details were shown in 
previous chapter, Section 2.2. 
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3.3 Computational Details 
3.3.1 Simulation models 
To explore both the protein dynamics and the reaction mechanism, we built two 
models based on the crystal structure: dimer model and monomer model. The dimer 
model was solvated in a rectangular water box of           Å 3 and monomer model 
was solvated in          Å 3 water box. Protein and water molecules are described 
by CHARMM22 force fields 67,98 and TIP3P model 68, respectively. Since the Glu330 
residue is adjacent to the transferred phosphate group, and its predicted pKa value was 
6.9 in PROPKA99. This indicates the residue could be either protonated or deprotonated. 
We constructed protonated/deprotonated dimer/monomer models, and each system was 
further minimized, warmed up1, and then carried out for molecular dynamics 
simulation2.  
3.3.2 QM/MM-MFEP simulation details 
The AnmK reaction process involves the substrate AH0, Asp183, one water 
molecule, and ATP. The Mg2+ cation is coordination bonded with the α- and β- 
                                                     
1 Using force field parameters generated from MATCH, model systems were warmed gradually from 10 K 
up to 300 K with a series of restrained 80 ps MD simulations. Harmonic restraints were applied on all heavy 
atoms with a force constant of 40 kcal/mol/Å 2, then reduced to 20 kcal/mol/Å 2. Finally, only    atoms were 
restrained with a force constant of 10 kcal/mol/Å 2. During the warming procedure, all the substrate 
structures were fixed. 
2 The parameters are listed below: leapfrog algorithm was employed; integration step sizes: 1 fs for short 
range force, 4 fs for medium range force, and 8 fs for long range electrostatic force; The PME method was 
applied; Bonds in water molecules were constrained by the SHAKE algorithm; 9-15 Å  dual cut off method 
was employed to generate the nonbonded pair list, which was updated every 16 fs; The NVT ensemble was 
used with T=300K 
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phosphate group of ATP, with another three water molecules and residue Asp12. These 
residues were chosen in the QM active site, and the total number of QM atoms is 79 
including the boundary atom, which were calculated by B3LYP/6-31G(d)73,74. All the 
geometries for reactants, intermediates, and product states were optimized by the 
QM/MM-MFEP approach. The MM MD sampling time for single point geometry 
optimizations with the QM/MM-MFEP approach in the coordinate driving procedure is 
80 ps. All other settings are same as the molecular dynamics simulation. As discussed 
later, a constrained monomer model was used, with all    atoms more than 15 Å  away 
from active site added 10 kcal/mol/ Å 2 restrain with respect to its crystal structure 
location.  
3.3.3 Reaction path coordinates 
Since there are four distinct reaction steps (phosphorylation, saccharide 
conformation change, water nucleophile attack, and 1, 6-anhydro bond break) involved, 
it is very challenging to generate any single reaction coordinate which can represent the 
whole process. Here we use chemical intuition and decomposition scheme to construct 
different initial paths comprehensively, so that the minimum reaction path will 
represent the most efficient reaction mechanism. 
The driving coordinate for each single component is summarized as below: for 
phosphorylation, the distance difference between    and leaving/attaching oxygen is 
treated as the reaction coordinate; for the water nucleophile attack, the H-O dissociation 
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of water by Asp183 and oxygen atom’s distance with C1 on AH0 is taken; for saccharide 
conformational change, the dihedral angles of each saccharide ring atoms were selected 
as the driving coordinate. 
 
Figure 12: Saccharide conformational maps under Stoddart diagram for six-member 
saccharide ring. 38 potential sugar conformers exist according to this diagram.  
 
One key difficulty to involve the saccharide conformational change is the high 
dimension problem. As shown in Figure 12, there are at least 38 potential conformers of 
a six member sugar ring and hundreds of paths to travel from the 4C1 to 1C4 
conformation. We choose the following scheme to construct initial paths: 
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 Hypothesis: Saccharide conformation changes could either happen 
concerted with the other reaction coordinates, or sequentially before/after 
the other reaction coordinates. Other reaction coordinates could couple 
either with the first half/second half/whole saccharide conformational 
change process. This assumption is reasonable, because the 
conformational change will not happen expect the 1, 6-anhydro bond is 
broken or going to break. 
 Initial paths: There are 12 direct paths to connect 4C1 to 1C4 and any 
intermediate conformations, as shown in Figure 12. For each hypothesis, 
12 paths will be taken as the initial guess, and the relative free energy 
information between each conformation could be extracted based on 
these paths. This step is used because from previous saccharide 
conformational studies 96,97, the saccharide could exchange between 
intermediate conformers, however, the transition states would be very 
prompt so that it is avoided to travel far away from corresponding 
intermediates. 
 Path variation: After the relative free energy for each saccharide 
conformation is evaluated, global minimum free energy path(s) could be 
constructed and optimized. This step is originated from the assumption 
that the exchange between intermediate states is fast and not the rate 
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determining step. Since free energy is a state function, a connection 
between different states could generate a new reaction path which 
satisfies the minimum free energy principle. 
 Comparison: the minimum free energy path from different hypothesis 
would be compared to get the global minimum one, and the hypothesis 
would be confirmed if the calculation result is consistent with 
experimental ones. 
This scheme could be used as one approach to comprehensive explore the 
influence from saccharide conformations.  
 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Protonation state of Glu330 
In previous crystallography structures, the Glu330 is observed to locate near one 
oxygen atom on γ- phosphate group. Its protonation state will influence the charge 
distribution around the active site dramatically, and this issue should be determined 
before any molecular dynamics simulations.  
Since the initially prepared theoretical model should reflect interactions as 
shown in the crystal structure or be consistent with the experiments, a structural 
comparison after minimization was carried out for both dimer and monomer models on 
protonated/deprotonated Glu330 state. The reference structure is the crystal structure. A 
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protonated Glu330 was observed to preserve the interaction with γ- phosphate group, 
while deprotonated Glu330 was found to turn its carboxyl group away from the ATP, 
mainly due to electrostatic repulsion of two negative charged groups. The different 
interaction patterns are further confirmed with downstream molecular dynamics 
simulations, and this indicates the Glu330 residue should be protonated and maintain its 
interaction with the γ- phosphate group. 
3.4.2 Model stability 
The natural state of AnmK enzyme is homodimer, and a straightforward dimer 
model will more accurately reflect its natural state dynamics than a monomer model. 
However, since the monomer model is significantly smaller, a monomer model is also 
constructed to evaluate whether it could faithfully represent the dimer’s dynamics. Two 
3.0 ns molecular dynamics simulation was carried out under a QM/MM-MFEP scheme 
for each two systems, with the substrate described under quantum mechanics and the 
sampling time was set as 160 ps. The RMSD was visualized in Figure 13 to demonstrate 
the difference between two models.  
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Figure 13: Stability of AnmK dimer/monomer models. The dimer model is stable after 
long time equilibrium, while the monomer model undergoes domain shift movement.  
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The RMSD of dimer model reaches a plateau of 1.4 Å  after around 2 ns. The 
relaxation time is fairly long because the model is large and the relaxation process is 
relatively slow. The highly fluctuated parts are protein head (residue 1 to 5) and tail 
(residue 365 to 390), irregular loops which reveal to the bulk solvent, such as residue 26 
to 29, residue 257 to 261, residue 318 to 325. Their dynamic movement and random 
rotation deviate from the crystal structure, and it contributes largely to the RMSD value. 
A further decomposed RMSD value shows a dimer model has around 1.1 Å  without 
considering these highly fluctuated regions, also the active site structure does not 
change much from the crystal structure interaction patterns. This indicates the structure 
information is well preserved in the dimer model.  
On the other hand, the monomer model shows an increasing RMSD which 
signify the instability of the model. Through detailed trajectory analysis, we found that 
the C-terminal domain and N-terminal domain have a large shift movement, which 
opens the active site to make it more solvent accessible and allow the ATP to gradually 
drift away from the substrate AH0. As observed in Mccafferty et. al. unpublished result, 
the AnmK undergoes a large domain closure movement when both substrates (AH0 and 
ATP) bind. Our monomer model, which may mimics the reversed process of the domain 
closure, indicates the AnmK monomer could not bind properly with both substrate and 
it functions only under the dimer state.  
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The AnmK dimer model results demonstrate that the AnmK global structure is 
maintained along the long time molecular dynamics simulation, and also large 
conformational dynamics is not directly observed to correlate with the catalysis process. 
Considering the fact that the active site is at the center of each monomer and the closest 
residue from another dimer is more than 15 Å  away from the catalytic center, influences 
from another monomer on the reaction process would be negligible. To save 
computational time, we used a restrained monomer model to carry out following 
QM/MM simulations: one monomer is removed from the dimer model, and each    
atom with a distance 15 Å  far away from the active site is restrained with a 10 
kcal/mol/Å 2 constrain. The restrained monomer model could maintain the required 
global and local protein structure while achieving higher simulation efficiency.  
 
3.4.3 Active site analysis and reaction mechanism exploration 
The reactant state was optimized after 10 steps QM/MM-MFEP optimization 
with a total simulation time 800 ps. The active site structure is shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: AnmK active site structure. The γ phosphate group on ATP locates close to 
substrate AH0. Glu330 interacts with one oxygen atom on the γ phosphate group, and 
the Mg2+ cation interacts with ATP to stabilize the active site structure.  
  
3.4.3.1 Phosphorylation 
Since the phosphorylation could be uncoupled with other steps in the 
experimental mutation studies, we explored how the phosphorylation couples with 
other reaction steps: whether it happens before, concerted with, or after other reactions 
processes. 
One assumption is the phosphorylation happens after the 1, 6-anhydrobond 
break due to nucleophile attack. We carried out the saccharide conformational change, 
water nucleophile attack and 1, 6-anhydro bond break under different initial paths. All 
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of them lead to high reaction barriers (about 90 kcal/mol), and this is mostly because of 
unsaturated oxygen anion. The high barriers indicate phosphorylation should happen 
either before or concerted with other reaction steps. Then we tested how large the 
reaction barrier to break the γ-phosphate group connection with β-phosphate oxygen 
before any reaction happens, and then drive it close to the O6 on AH0, surprisingly this 
step takes only less than 20 kcal/mol, and the product is an intermediate state with 
dangling phosphate group over AH0, ready to saturate the oxygen atom. Based on the 
intermediate state, a following step to break 1,6-anhydro bonds takes around 25 
kcal/mol free energy. This gives a total reaction barrier around 35 kcal/mol after two 
paths were combined. Although the reaction barrier is still much higher than the 
experimental value (around 15 kcal/mol), it indicates the phosphorylation process 
should happen either before or concerted with 1,6-anhydro bond breaking, such that as 
soon as the O6 is swinging off C1, the phosphate could immediately saturate it to avoid 
high reaction barrier. This initial result is consistent with the experimental crystal 
structure, where the distance between γ-phosphate and O6 is only less than 3.5 Å , which 
position the ATP at a perfect position for in-line attack.  
3.4.3.2 Saccharide conformations 
The saccharide conformation is more rigid than it could be as a free six-member 
sugar ring.  The C1, C5, O6 atoms are locked by the 1, 6-anhydro bonds, such that some 
saccharide conformational changes for traditional six-member sugar ring is forbidden 
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due to higher free energy barrier. Since water nucleophile attack should happen at the 
same time for the 1, 6-anhydro bond breaking, it serves as a rule to screen out unrealistic 
conformers: those which abruptly break 1, 6-anhydro bond is considered impossible 
pathways. After the optimization of 36 conformers, six potential paths are selected as 
potential candidates: 
 1C4 – OH1 – 1S3 – 4H3 – 4C1 
 1C4 – E5 – B2,5 – E2 – 4C1 
 1C4 – 5H4 – 5S1 – 1H2 – 4C1 
 1C4 – 5HO – 2SO – 2H3 – 4C1 
 1C4 – E4 – B1,4 – E1 – 4C1 
 1C4 – EO – B3,O – E3 – 4C1 
These paths are further calculated under two assumptions that the nucleophile 
attack trigger or be triggered by saccharide conformational change. In total, more than 
12 initial reaction paths could be calculated to construct the comprehensive reaction 
profile. However, due to its high computational cost, two of them are actually 
calculated, and their high reaction barriers (>35 kcal/mol) and intermediate states 
structures indicate that the current theoretical model may be problematic. 
3.4.4 Potential proton shuttle network model 
We evaluated the transition state structures in details, and found that the high 
reaction barriers originate from the water nucleophile attack. The position of water 
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molecule is strongly restrained by two hydrogen bonds with Asp and AH0 amino side 
chain (as in Figure 15), and its direct attack on C1 requires the sugar ring to change its 
conformation first. This indicates that the crystal observed water molecule may not 
directly carry out a nucleophile attack on C1 atom of AH0. From the molecular 
dynamics simulation, we observed that another water molecule, which is adjacent to the 
crystal water, has a perfect position to directly attack C1 without requiring initial 
saccharide conformational distortion. We further included this water molecule in the 
active site model, and the optimized structure is shown in Figure 15. This shows a 
potential proton shuttle network model, where two water molecules are involved in the 
nucleophile attack process: the proton on water 1 is abstracted by Asp183, and then it 
takes the proton from water 2, such that the HO- part of water 2 can easily attack to C1 
on AH0. This potential mechanism is consistent with the experimental observation of a 
large isotope effect.   
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Figure 15: Proton shuttle network active site model. Two water molecules form a 
hydrogen bond network: with Asp183 substracts a proton from one water molecule, 
this water molecule will take the proton from another water, and this leaves the 
second water’s remaining OH- group to nucleophilic attack on substrate C1 atom  
 
3.5 Conclusions 
The AnmK reaction mechanism was explored with the QM/MM approach. Our 
study sheds light on the dimer/monomer model choice to describe the protein dynamics 
appropriately, the protonation state of one key residue Glu330, and reveals that the 
phosphorylation step must happen either before or concerted the 1, 6-anhydro bond 
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breaking process. A scheme to couple multiple reactions coordinate with saccharide 
conformational change was proposed, and the transition state result combined with a 
detailed observation over crystal structure and molecular dynamics simulations reveal a 
potential proton shuttle network model. Further studies on AnmK catalytic mechanism 
may unveil how the proton shuttle network process triggers downstream nucleophile 
attack, and what is the coupling mechanism with the six-member saccharide ring’s 
conformational change. 
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4. λ-Metadynamics Approach to Compute Absolute 
Solvation Free Energy 
“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of 
all true art and science.”  --- Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955) 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Atomistic simulations to compute free energy difference between two states are 
pivotal to predict and explain molecular properties. Many simulation techniques have 
been developed, such as umbrella sampling23,100,101, thermodynamics integration102, and 
free energy perturbation103. All these methods use a virtual coupling parameter (i.e., λ) 
to drive the molecular system from one state to another one. To enhance the sampling 
efficiency on λ, λ dynamics104,105 was developed to treat the coupling parameter as a 
virtual dynamics variable in conjunction with molecular dynamics of real system. λ 
dynamics has been applied to study solvation free energy and ligands binding affinity in 
association with umbrella sampling100,106 and adiabatic molecular dynamics107. On the 
other hand, another efficient sampling method, metadynamics, was developed recently 
to escape the energy minimum108 and has been further extended to recover the reaction 
profile109-112. In metadynamics, the free energy surface is obtained efficiently by 
accumulating and filling history-dependent Gaussian potentials.  
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In this section, we developed a λ-metadynamics by combining λ-dynamics with 
the metadynamics method110,113,114, to help exploring the potential mean force (PMF) 
surface with respect to the virtual variable λ.  To demonstrate the λ-metadynamics 
approach, absolute solvation free energy is taken as one exemplary property. Solvation 
free energy is an essential property of molecules and is indispensable in drug discovery 
process4. Various theoretical approaches have been proposed, ranging from the simple 
quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) model115-117 to continuum solvent 
model118-124, to molecular mechanics model based on force fields125-128, and to quantum 
mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM) model129-131. We focus on using QM/MM 
atomistic simulations30 to calculate absolute solvation free energy in aqueous solution. 
The solute molecule was described with ab initio QM while the solvent with explicit 
TIP3P water model.  
Here, two virtual variables λele and λvdw are used to drive the solute from aqueous 
solution state to vacuum state. λele controls the electrostatic interactions between solute 
in QM and solution in MM while λvdw scales the van der Waals (VDW) between QM and 
MM. Using the new λ-metadynamics approach, not only the PMFs were recovered 
compared to λ dynamics with umbrella sampling, but also absolute solvation free 
energies for five small organic molecules were computed effectively. A general filling 
scheme of Gaussian functions required in metadynamics was also developed to control 
the statistical errors in λ-metadynamics. More importantly, λ-metadynamics is a general 
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approach for free energy simulations, which can be readily extended to multiple 
variables and can efficiently explore such high-dimension surfaces. 
 
4.2 Theoretical Methods 
To elaborate the details of λ-metadynamics method, we chose absolute free 
energy computations using the QM/MM Hamiltonian defined by 
 ( )  〈                〉            (    )      
where    ,           , and     are the Hamiltonian of QM subsystem, empirical 
VDW interactions between QM and MM subsystems, and MM internal energy.      
captures the MM point charge electrostatic potential influence on the QM subsystem. 
The coupling parameters λele and λvdw are used to scale the electrostatic and VDW 
interactions between QM and MM and drive the solute from solution to vacuum 
environment. To scale the VDW interactions, the soft-core potential132 is applied to avoid 
the simulation singularity and instability problems. For λ-dynamics104, it is extended to 
the following equation that contains a virtual variable λ, 
       ( )   ( )  
 
 
   ̇
  
where  ̇ is velocity of λ and   is the virtual mass of λ. This method has been applied to 
compute the relative solvation free energies104,107,133 and binding free energies134,135 
between similar molecules. 
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When metadynamics is incorporated into the previous equation, a history-
dependent term   (   ) is added to fill the PMF well. Typically,   (   ) can be 
expanded by a set of Gaussian functions as: 
  (   )   ∑    ( 
(   (  ))
 
    
)
              
 
In this equation,   is the Gaussian height,     is the Gaussian width, and    is the 
filling frequency. So this external potential    (   ) depends on the trajectory and filling 
scheme. When the width of the Gaussians is small and t is sufficiently large, the PMF 
surface can be recovered by   (   ), i.e.,   ( )     ( ). Here,   (   ) is simplified as 
  ( ) for brevity. 
To benchmark our results of λ-metadynamics simulations, λ-dynamics combined 
with the classical umbrella sampling was performed. In umbrella sampling, 21 
uniformly distributed windows from λ=1 to λ=0 were sampled with 5 ps relaxations and 
95 ps MD simulations at T=300 K and 500 kcal/mol force constant on λ for λele  and λvdw, 
respectively. (Note that umbrella sampling needs more computational cost to tune up 
the sampling efficiency such as the number of sampling windows and optimal force 
constants for each window. In this work, extensive umbrella samplings were applied to 
obtain the benchmark data.) The Weighted Histogram Analysis (WHAM)23,100 with bin 
size 0.001 was applied on these trajectories to recover free energy surfaces.  
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4.3 Computational Details 
The new λ-metadynamics approach was implemented in our in-house 
program136. In QM/MM simulations, only the solute is included in the QM subsystem at 
the B3LYP/3-21G level. Since this work focuses on methodology demonstrations, a small 
Gaussian basis set of QM is applied to save the computational cost in QM/MM 
simulations. The VDW parameters were chosen for each atom element: C, H, O, and N 
from CHARMM 22 force field67 (i.e., atom type C, HA, O, and N). The MD integration 
step is 1 fs for all forces. The pairlist was updated every 10 fs with electrostatic cutoff as 
10 Å . The solute is solvated and centered in a 40×40×40Å 3 water box with more than 2000 
TIP3P water molecules depending on the specific solute molecules. NVT ensemble at 300 
K was applied in simulations with the Berendsen stat137. For the virtual coordinate,   is 
chosen as 12 a.m.u., which is same as a carbon atom. The thermo ensemble on λ is 
generated using Nose-Hoover Chain technique 138 with 4 chains and the temperature is 
maintained at 60 K for metadynamics. 
In λ-metadynamics, the filling scheme for Gaussian functions is crucial to 
reproduce accurate solvation free energy. To accomplish the balance between accuracy 
and efficiency, a special boundary condition is applied: λ is confined in a [0, 2] region. 
Particularly, when λ is between 1 and 2, the value of λ is replaced by 2 – λ, which is then 
used to compute QM/MM energies and the corresponding forces with reverse sign. 
When λ is larger than 2 or smaller than 0, it is immediately mirrored by λ-2 or λ+2, 
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respectively, to guarantee λ is within [0, 2] region. This mirror periodic condition can 
help Gaussian functions fill the wells of two end points at 0 and 1, which are essential to 
compute the accurate solvation free energy.  
The entire Gaussian filling procedure is split into two parts: the coarse-filling 
period and the smoothing period. In the coarse-filling period, Gaussian functions with 
large Gaussian height from 0.16 to 0.08 in   ( )  are applied to construct the rough PMF 
surface. In the smoothing period, Gaussian functions with height 0.04 are used to refine 
  ( ). All Gaussian functions have the fixed width of 0.06.  At every 50 MD steps, a new 
Gaussian function is added to   ( ) 
 
and its Gaussian height is gradually changed 
according to the filling procedure. The detailed scheme to fill the PMF wells and 
calculate solvation free energies for all five organic molecules is the following: 
1. For first 300 Gaussian functions, the Gaussian height is 0.16, then it is decreased 
to 0.12 for next 300 peaks and to 0.08 for last 300 peaks to accomplish the coarse-
filling period with the initial 45 ps MD simulations; 
2. The Gaussian height with 0.04 is added to refine   ( ) obtained in step a). For 
λele-metadynamics, 1,500 Gaussian functions are added in 75 ps simulation.  For 
λvdw-metadynamics, 3,900 functions are added in 195 ps simulations. 
In metadynamics, the free energy profile should be computed by using 
arithmetic average of profiles after collective variable starts diffusing109. The final 
solvation free energy surface is constructed by only averaging the curves in the 
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smoothing period after every 10 Gaussian functions are added. Totally, for the λele part, 
150 curves, and for λvdw 390 curves are generated to reproduce the PMF surface from λ=0 
to λ=1. Note that the average value of [0, 1] and [1, 2] regions is also applied here. The 
solvation free energy (ΔAsolv= ΔAele + ΔAvdw) can be readily computed by two independent 
terms using the values at λ=0 and λ=1, i.e., ΔAele = -U*(λele=1) +U*(λele=0) and ΔAvdw = -
U*(λvdw=1) +U*(λvdw=0), respectively.  
 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Methanol benchmark 
Using methanol as a model system, the PMF surfaces for λele and λvdw computed 
by our λ-metadynamics approach were plotted in Figure 16 along with the umbrella 
sampling curves. Both curves of λele and λvdw from λ-metadynamics agree well with 
umbrella sampling curves. The free energy differences between λ-metadynamics and 
umbrella sampling are 0.3 and 0.5 kcal/mol for ΔA along λele and λvdw, respectively. 
Therefore, the new λ-metadynamics method can indeed recover the PMF with respect to 
λ and obtain accurate absolute solvation free energy of methanol compared to umbrella 
sampling. Note that since the mirror periodic condition was applied for λ-
metadynamics, a cusp appears when λ is close to 1. This is why a relatively small 
Gaussian width (0.06) should be used in the smoothing period to capture the cusp 
height. Although the exact cusp shape cannot be reproduced by finite Gaussian 
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functions, these derivations from the cusp on PMF are negligible compared to the 
umbrella sampling results. 
To understand the fluctuations of filling procedure in λ-metadynamics, Figure 17 
shows the PMF profiles (150 curves for λele and 390 curves for λvdw in dashed blue lines) 
from the smoothing period along with their averaged profiles in solid black lines. For 
λele, the ΔAele fluctuations are within 0.5 kcal/mol, while relatively large ΔAvdw 
fluctuations of ±1.2 kcal/mol for λvdw were observed. Note that these fluctuations during 
filling procedure are not the statistical errors of λ-metadynamics.  
4.4.2 Small-molecule studies 
To estimate the statistical errors of λ-metadynamics, we further carried out eight 
independent simulations for λele and λvdw with different initial velocities in λ-
metadynamics. As list in Table 4, for methanol, the standard deviation for ΔAele is 0.17 
kcal/mol and is 0.36 kcal/mol for ΔAvdw Therefore, the absolute solvation free energies 
can be computed by the new λ-metadynamics method with small statistical errors (<0.5 
kcal/mol for methanol compared to the benchmark result from umbrella sampling). 
Compared to experimental data in Table 4, theoretical computations (both λ-
metadynamics and umbrella sampling) show the errors around 2 kcal/mol for acetamide 
and acetic acid. These errors are derived from the interactions between QM and MM 
subsystems such as vdW. 
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Figure 16: PMF surfaces computed by λ-metadynamics (solid black lines) and 
umbrella sampling (dashed red lines) for methanol in aqueous solution for λele and 
λvdw, respectively. 
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Figure 17: PMF profiles (dotted blue lines) and the averaged PMFs (solid black lines) 
of λele and λvdw for methanol. The average profile procedure is shown to be robust and 
is used to decrease the statistical errors.  
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Table 4: The computed solvation free energies from λ-metadynamics and λ dynamics 
with umbrella sampling (i.e., λ-US) for five compounds 
Molecule ΔAele ΔAvdw ΔAsolv ΔAexpa 
Methanol λ-meta -6.79 ±0.17 1.87 ±0.36 -4.92 ±0.46  
λ-US -6.50±0.06 2.46±0.10 -4.04±0.08 -5.11 
Methane λ-meta -0.23 ±0.08 1.77 ±0.30 1.53±0.32  
λ-US -0.28±0.06 2.21±0.10 1.93±0.06 2.0 
Methylamine λ-meta -6.58 ±0.22 1.76 ±0.19 -4.82 ±0.28  
λ-US -6.17±0.10 2.05±0.16 -4.12±0.19 -4.56 
Acetamide λ-meta -10.14 ±0.30 2.10 ±0.49 -8.04 ±0.70  
λ-US -9.90±0.05 2.34±0.10 -7.56±0.14 -9.71 
Acetic acid 
 
λ-meta -6.72 ±0.23 2.11 ±0.31 -4.76 ±0.33  
λ-US -6.46±0.06 2.56±0.17 -3.90±0.14 -6.7 
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Figure 18: Trajectories of λele and λvdw during λ-metadynamics for methanol. The ELE 
trajectory is more diffusive, while VDW trajecotry shows gaps in-between, with two 
diffusive regions separated by λvdw value 0.4 and 1.6.   
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It is worth discussing why ΔAvdw has the relatively larger error compared to ΔAele, 
which is shown in Figure 16 when comparing λ-metadynamics with umbrella sampling 
and is also observed in Figure 17. Such large errors of ΔAvdw are caused by the broad 
VDW force distributions of            (    )      ⁄ , especially when the solute VDW 
sphere is in contact with the solvent molecules for λvdw between 0.4 and 1.0. Even though 
the soft-core potential approach for the VDW part is applied here, as shown in Figure 18, 
the inertial movements in VDW make λ dynamics less diffusive for λvdw than for λele 
when the PMF wells are filled. From eight independent λ-metadynamics simulations 
along with the umbrella sampling result, we observed that the relatively large 
derivations (within 1 kcal/mol) between λ-metadynamics and umbrella sampling appear 
when λvdw is larger than 0.4, and this problem is caused by the empirical VDW energy 
expression. Nevertheless, the computed solvation free energies still agree well with the 
umbrella sampling results as shown in Table 4. 
The computed solvation free energies for all five small organic molecules are 
listed in Table 4 with the estimated statistical errors from eight independent simulations 
for both λele and λvdw. The PMF comparisons between umbrella sampling and λ-
metadynamics demonstrate that λ-metadynamics with a general filling scheme is robust 
to obtain the absolute solvation free energies for most five diverse molecules (from large 
to small solvation free energies) with the errors within 1.0 kcal/mol compared to 
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umbrella sampling results. These deviations of absolute solvation free energies 
computed by λ-metadynamics are mainly caused by the cusp when λ=1. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
In summary, we developed a new λ-metadynamics method, which combines λ 
dynamics with metadynamics to enhance the samplings of virtual variables. To our best 
knowledge, λ-metadynamics is the first method to demonstrate metadynamics can be 
used to recover PMF surfaces composed of virtual variables. The general filling scheme 
to accumulate and add Gaussian functions to fill the PMF wells can be used for all five 
diverse molecules. Our results for solvation free energy calculations show that λ-
metadynamics can reproduce the accurate PMF surface with respect to λ efficiently (120 
ps for λele and 240 ps for and λvdw). The corresponding solvation free energies are all 
within 1.0 kcal/mol errors compared to umbrella sampling results. This suggests that the 
computational cost of solvation free energy calculations can be reduced significantly 
since one single simulation for λele and λvdw is sufficient, respectively. The deviation with 
umbrella sampling results will be addressed in following chapters, where we discuss the 
intrinsic problem associated with metadynamics filling procedure, and propose several 
advanced techniques to overcome the systematic errors. Finally, λ-metadynamics is a 
general approach to enhance the samplings on virtual variables, which can be also 
further applied in other free energy computations such as protein ligand binding free 
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energy. λ-metadynamics can readily incorporate other order parameters and explore the 
corresponding high-dimension free energy landscapes efficiently. 
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5. Investigate QM/MM Interactions within Solvation Free 
Energy Calculation using λ-Metadynamics 
“Skeptical scrutiny is the means, in both science and religion, by which deep 
insights can be winnowed from deep nonsense.” --- Carl Sagan (1934 – 1996) 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Solvation free energy is an important property for biological molecules. It 
represents the free energy difference for the molecule to transfer from gas phase to 
specific solution environment. The solvation free energy has strong relationship with 
many biological processes, such as protein folding 139, computer-aid drug design 4. This 
makes the direct solvation free energy computational simulation an intense researched 
area. Within the drug design process, it is strongly related with the molecule solubility 
140, which is considered as one key indicator for drug screening. Many theoretical 
approaches were developed since last several decades, ranging from quantitative 
structure-activity relationship (QSAR) 141-144,145 , implicit solvent model 119,146, explicit 
molecular dynamics simulation 128,147,148 to the more expansive QM/MM method 130,149. 
The QSAR approach is based on structure similarity between molecules, yet it neglects 
the molecular dynamics and may not represent the physical interaction between ligand 
and the solvent. The implicit solvent model simulates the solvent influence without 
explicit incorporation of water molecule. Although this approach avoids the high 
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computational demand of massive bulk water simulations, the competing need for 
computational efficiency and predictive accuracy is not sufficiently met123,150-152. Force 
field based free energy methods are more physical attractive and thus was heavily 
studied since last decades on residue side chain analogs153-155 and small molecules 
127,128,148,156. However, the force field fitting for un-traditional molecules are non-trivial 
and especially different charge models influence the performance dramatically. The 
progress to accurate prediction of solvation free energy is phenomenon: currently, the 
most accurate calculation method for small neutral molecule could reach an unsigned 
mean error at around 1.0 kcal/mol128,157  
The quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) method 9 30 could be 
incorporated into the solvation free energy calculation as a high level method. In the 
QM/MM approach, the solute is treated with quantum mechanics, yet the solvent is 
treated with classical molecular mechanics force field. The solvent model, such as TIP3P 
water model 68, is well applied into many biological modeling study, and quantum 
mechanics description of solute makes it more physical and takes account the charge 
response effect into concern. In the QM/MM scheme, the electrostatic and van der Waals 
interaction are segmented and the free energy difference was calculated. The QM/MM 
approach would be expected to be more accurate than traditional force field calculations; 
however, the drawback is the high computational cost. The difficulty of QM/MM 
approach is how to enhance the sampling of solute conformation state to the fast 
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converge the calculation. Recently, many enhanced sampling methods were developed, 
such as metadynamics 109,110,114, adaptive bias force calculation 158,159, and orthogonal space 
random walk 160,161. The λ -metadynamics method was built based on combining the 
metadynamics with λ-dynamics 162, and it has been demonstrated to get a reasonable 
result within fairly short simulation time.  
In the development of λ -metadynamics, we observed several intrinsic 
challenges: although λ -metadynamics gives a very accurate estimation of the 
electrostatic contribution, the van der Waal part always leads to larger error and it takes 
relatively more time to converge. Herein, we studied the intrinsic problems related with 
metadynamics in details, and proposed several techniques to improve the performance. 
Further, to understand the QM/MM interaction within solvation free energy context, we 
applied the revised λ-metadynamics on a 20 molecule set with different QM/MM 
methods. We will discuss the previous theories of λ–metadynamics, the difference of 
point vs. Gaussian charge models, metadynamics issue on high derivative surfaces, and 
computational methods in subsection 5.2. The advanced techniques are introduced in 
subsection 5.3, and computational details are shown in subsection 5.4. The comparison 
of different QM/MM settings will be discussed in subsection 5.5. We conclude in 
subsection 5.6. 
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5.2 Theoretical Methods 
5.2.1 λ-metadynamics review 
Within the QM/MM simulation scheme, the system Hamiltonian is defined by 
 ( )  〈 |            | 〉            (    )      
where    ,           , and     are the Hamiltonian of QM subsystem, empirical 
VDW interactions between QM and MM subsystems, and MM internal energy.      
captures the MM point charge electrostatic potential influence on the QM subsystem. 
The coupling parameters λele and λvdw are used to scale the ELE and VDW interactions 
between QM and MM and drive the solute from solution to vacuum environment. The 
Hamiltonian is extended to incorporate λ-dynamics feature, and it is expressed as 
       ( )   ( )  
 
 
   ̇
  
where  ̇ is velocity of λ and mλ is the virtual mass of λ. To fast recover the free energy 
surface along the virtual variable λ, the metadynamics method is applied. With a 
history-dependent term   (   ) be added to the potential of mean force surface:  
  (   )   ∑    ( 
(   (  ))
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where   is the Gaussian height,     is the Gaussian width, and    is the filling frequency. 
The combination of λ-dynamics and metadynamics aims to facilitate the convergence of 
free energy calculation, and with a power to fully sample the solute conformation space. 
In this λ-metadynamics scheme, the λ of either ELE or VDW is extended to a [0,2] scale, 
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when λ is larger than 2 or smaller than 0, it is immediately mirrored by λ - 2 or λ + 2. 
This scheme will guarantee a continuous free energy surface, and make sure that λ will 
only run within 0 to 2. Although the original λ-metadynamics was proposed within 
QM/MM scheme, it could be easily expanded to any traditional force field calculations.  
The simulations were separated into two parts, one is for VDW interactions 
contribution and another is ELE interaction contribution. The VDW part measures the 
free energy difference between [λele, λvdw] from [0, 0] to [0, 1], and the ELE part measures 
the free energy difference between [λele, λvdw] from [0, 1] to [1, 1]. The two contributions 
then added up to the solvation free energy of the molecule.  
5.2.2 Gaussian charge water model 
The λ -metadynamics could be very promising to study the QM/MM interaction 
in terms of solvation free energy. On the QM side, we considered basis 3-21, 6-31, and 6-
31+G*; on the MM side, we considered the original TIP3P charge model and a Gaussian 
smeared charged TIP3P charge model. The Gaussian charge model is depicted in 
    ( )  
  
(    
 )
   (
        
 
   
 ) 
In this equation,   and    represent different atom type and atom index, 
respectively.    represents the half width of Gaussian smear, if      , this formula 
goes back to point charge.    and     are the location of spsace vector and atom center, 
respectively.    is the charge magnitude of atom type   . 
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With the Gaussian charge scheme, there are several types of interaction need to 
be considered: 
Point charge – point charge interaction: 
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Gaussian charge – point charge interaction: 
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Gaussian charge – Gaussian charge interaction 163: 
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5.3 Advanced Techniques 
5.3.1 Metadynamics issue: large second derivative on free energy 
surface 
The original λ-metadynamics takes the advantage of metadynamics to fast 
recover the λ free energy surface. However, one observation was made which requires 
deliberate consideration: the systematic error of recovered free energy surface, especially 
the van der Waals part. Although the systematic error could decrease with finer 
Gaussian historical potential deposited, with the finer deposited potential, 
computational cost goes up. We also observed relatively large gaps in the λ coordinate 
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sampled points on VDW trajectory as in Figure 18. This raises an interesting issue about 
the performance of metadynamics over different potential surfaces.   
Theoretically, any surface can be represented by Gaussian function expansion, 
with a small enough Gaussian width and height. In the metadynamics simulation, the 
height and width are predefined and they should not be too small as a compromise with 
the filling efficiency. This could lead to the failure that the historical potential cannot 
fully recover the free energy profile under some extreme situations. Here, we use a 
simple model to demonstrate the concept of the large second derivative issue which led 
to unfaithfully representation of Gaussian functions.  
Metadynamics use the Gaussian potential to recover potential surface  ( ), the 
Gaussian potential has the form:  
     ( 
(    )
 
    
) 
The Gaussian potentials will fill the free energy surface and generate   ( )  
  ( ) .  
For any given two points in the surface,    and   , with           , the free 
energy difference is     (  )   (  ). To fill the free energy gap with Gaussian 
potentials, a minimum of    ⁄  peaks at    would be used. The maximum derivative of 
these filled peaks at       is      (    )     ⁄     (    )            .   
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However, the free energy surface has a derivative of      ⁄  at       , and it 
could be different from the maximum derivative recovered value of Gaussian functions. 
If the      ⁄        |                 | , the metadynamics potential could not 
faithfully recover the real free energy surface, and this will lead to a systematic error. 
Because the derivative difference between Gaussian potential filled surface and real 
surface is the driving force for the  -dynamics, the non-faithfully represented potential 
tends to overfill each side, and jump over the gap. This filling process will never achieve 
a stable convergence, which causes large statistical error as well.  
The situation of       ⁄        |                 |  could be reached when 
there is a steep change of derivative, which means a large second derivative exists. This 
happens when the λvdw coordinate is close to 0.4 and 0.7, and both λele and λvdw 
coordinate are near to 1.0, as shown in Figure 16. 
 
5.3.2 Developed techniques  
The problem with metadynamics associates with the free energy surface, and it 
would be easier to eliminate the systematic error with a smoother free energy surface. 
We introduced the following techniques to improve the solvation free energy 
calculations accuracy and efficiency. 
Variable transformation  
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The mirror boundary condition makes the free energy surface continuous, 
however, it may not be smooth, i.e. the first derivative is not continuous. This would 
affect the accuracy of metadynamics filling process, which also require longer 
simulation time for the convergence. To overcome this difficulty, we developed the 
transformation of variable technique, which project the λ variable over a sin function, as 
below: 
     ( )  
The new dynamic variable x has a region [0, 180] degree, and it is changed to x-
180 or x+180 as long as it cross the boundary of 0 or 180 degree. The projection does not 
affect the free energy calculation difference, because the following integration still holds: 
∫
  ( )
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Also because the derivative of this transformation is anti-sign for [0, 90] and [90, 
180] region, this transformed variable also automatically replace the mirror condition as 
in the original λ-metadynamics. 
Region separation 
The performance of metadynamics highly depend on the hills deposition 
procedure (height, width, frequency), and the free energy recovery method (averaged 
profile or well-tempered metadynamics). Since well-tempered metadynamics need a 
pre-determined barrier height as the temperature reference, and the free energy 
difference cannot be initially determined, we chose the averaged profile recovery 
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scheme. To avoid high second derivative region along the virtual variable and make 
computationally distributive along different computer nodes, we separate the region 
naturally into [0.0, 0.7] and [0.7, 1.0] for λele and [0.0, 0.4], [0.4, 0.7], and [0.7, 1.0] for λvdw. 
The history-dependent Gaussian deposit runs separately along each region, and the 
parallelization can be reached. The separation range technique is developed to overcome 
some extremely high derivative range, which can be sampled with narrow Gaussian 
hills to reach the desired accuracy. The switch of range is done by changing the 
transformation with a scale parameter   and shift parameter  : 
       ( )    
Mirror filling procedure 
After the sin transformation of virtual variables, the functional derivatives at 0, 
90, 180 degree are zero, so that we can use a mirror filling procedure to facilitate the 
filling and smoothing procedure. The mirror filling procedure is: whenever a hill is filled 
at position x, one additional hill is filled at position 180 - x. This filling procedure not 
only guarantees the derivative at the three points are zero, and also recover free energy 
surface correctly with higher efficiency comparing with original filling procedure. 
Transformation combined with mirror filling naturally extend the free energy surface 
from [0, 1] to [0, 180] with a smoothing effect. 
Independent trajectories 
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The merit of λ-metadynamics is the fast free energy surface initial reconstruction; 
however, the convergence of free energy surface is one to-be-improved issue. In our 
original method, we used an averaged free energy surface scheme along one long 
trajectory, which performs well to decrease the statistical error. However, the long 
trajectory under direct QM/MM MD would be very time consuming, and this prohibits 
its application on larger systems. Herein, we introduce the independent-trajectory λ-
metadynamics, which runs multiple short and independent trajectories after an initial 
free energy surface construction. Theoretically, the multiple short independent 
trajectories simulation should have the same systematic error as one long time trajectory 
averaged profile with same total simulation time. Practically, it overrides the single 
trajectory method by decreasing the correlation time in virtual dynamics simulation, and 
distributing the simulation time over multiple CPUs to increase the parallelization. The 
idea of multiple independent trajectories has been implemented with thermodynamics 
integration, by Lawrenz, M et al.164, which reached higher accuracy and good statistical 
error estimation. The uncertainty estimation for independent trajectory λ-metadynamics 
is similar as its thermodynamics integration counterpart. 
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5.4 Computational Details 
5.4.1 λ-metadynamics simulation 
The revised λ-metadynamics approach was implemented in our in-house 
program136. In QM/MM simulations, only the solute is included in the QM subsystem at 
the B3LYP with different basis: 3-21G, 6-31G, 6-31+G*. The VDW parameters were 
automatically generated with MATCH program 79. The MD simulation set up is same as 
in previous λ-metadynamics calculation.  For the virtual coordinate,   is chosen as 20 
a.m.u. The thermo ensemble on λ is generated using Nose-Hoover Chain technique 138 
with 4 chains and the temperature is maintained at 300 K for metadynamics. 
The entire Gaussian filling procedure is split into two parts: the pre-filling period 
and the parallel smoothing period. In the both periods, Gaussian height was set as 0.04 
and the width is set as 10 degree, which has the value 0.175, and the deposit frequency is 
50 fs. The initial 800 peaks were deposited in the pre-filling period, which has the total 
simulation time of 20 ps. Then, six independent 30 ps simulation were applied. 
The detailed scheme to fill the PMF wells and calculate solvation free energies for 
all five organic molecules is the following: 
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1. A pre-filling process is carried out for segmentation, and each of them takes 20 ps 
with 800 Gaussian functions filled 
2. Six smoothing processes are implemented for each segmentation, and each of 
them runs for 30 ps with 1200 Gaussian functions deposited 
3. For each smoothing trajectory, we average the curves in the smoothing period 
after every 10 Gaussian functions are added 
4. The final result is calculated according to the mean and standard deviation as 
shown in the previous subsection 
5.4.2 Molecule sets 
We choose small molecules from various functional groups, their names are 
listed below: 
“Methylamine, methanamine, N-methyl, ethanol, methyl alcohol, acetaldehyde, 
ethylene, propene, acetylene, propyne, acetamide, N-methylformamide, acetic acid, 
cyclopropane, acetic acid methyl ester, formic acid methyl ester, dimethyl ether, acetone, 
acetonitrile, ethane, methane” 
The experimental solvation free energy of the above 20 molecules range from -10 
to 2.0, and they contain common biological related functional groups.  
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5.5 Results and Discussion 
5.5.1 Benchmark comparison  
As shown in Figure 18, the λele and λvdw of methanol of previous λ-metadynamics 
indicates a strong sampling problem on λvdw = 0.4. Herein, we show the three 
segmentation of VDW part for the revised λ-metadynamics in Figure 19. In Figure 19 – 
a), the original λ-metadynamics deposited Gaussian peak position is shown, in  Figure 
19 – b), c), d), the transformed λvdw in three segmentations [0.0, 0.4], [0.4, 0.7], and [0.7, 
1.0] are visualized, respectively. For the transformed scheme, six 30 ps simulation are 
connected sequentially, so that in each subfigure, the total simulation time is 180 ps.  
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Figure 19: Comparison of λvdw sampling space in the smoothing period. Variable 
transformation and region separation lead to diffusive results, which overcome the 
intrinsic high derivative in the van der Waals solvation free energy surface.  
 
It is obvious that after the transformation, the λ-metadynamics smoothing period 
trajectories are more diffusive, and this indicates a converged result. Since no “jump 
gap” was found in the revised λ-metadynamics scheme, this indicates no systematic 
error for the VDW results. The ELE part has a similar result showing the advantage of 
the revised λ-metadynamics as well, which is not shown here due to redundancy.  
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5.5.2 Solvation free energy comparison  
We applied the revised λ-metadynamics on the 20 molecule set, to evaluate the 
performance for different QM/MM combinations. The unsigned mean error is given in 
Table 5. It shows that 3-21G with point charge model gives the best performance.  
 
Table 5: Unsighed mean error of predicted solvation free energy for 20 molecule set 
 
3-21G with 
point charge 
6-31G with 
point charge 
6-31+GS with 
point charge 
3-21G with 
Gaussian 
charge 
6-31+GS with 
Gaussian 
charge 
Unsigned 
mean error 
(kcal/mol) 
1.1 2.1 1.9 1.5 1.3 
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Figure 20: Solvation free energies calculated with different QM/MM methods for 20 
different molecules   
 
 The detailed comparison between each calculation method and the experimental 
results are shown in Figure 20. The Gaussian charge model improves the performance of 
QM basis 6-31+G* result, while decrease the performance of 3-21G, which indicates its 
inconsistent influence on the solvation free energy calculation. We plot the difference 
between each QM model with point charge and Gaussian charge result in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: Comparison between point charge and Gaussian charge influence on 
solvation free energy calculation. The Gaussian charge shifts up the predicted value, 
and amelorate the strong electrostatic interaction between solute and solvent 
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It is clear that the Gaussian charge model increases the net value of the calculated 
solvation free energy and its increased scale is roughly related with the electrostatic 
contribution part. For example, for molecules with little ELE contribution, such as 
methane, their calculated value between Gaussian and point charged models are almost 
the same, for larger ELE contribution molecules, such as acetic acid, the change on 
solvation free energy could be as large as 2.0 kcal/mol. This global shift effect from 
Gaussian charge may improve the calculation results when the ELE contribution is over 
estimated in general, so that a smeared charge could ameliorate this effect (as in 6-31+G* 
case). However, when there is no such strong indication that the ELE is over estimated, 
it would worse the results (as in 3-21G case). 
Under point charge model, the 3-21G provides a better result than 6-31 G and 6-
31+G* ones. The outlier in all of the calculations is acetic acid, which solvation free 
energy is strongly underestimated: its experimental value is -6.7 kcal/mol, while the 
calculated 3-21G result is -11.4, and the result for 6-31G and 6-31+G* is -15.16 and -14.09, 
respectively. While in Table 4, the λ-umbrella sampling result for 3-21G basis is -3.90. 
The only difference between both simulations is the van der Waals parameter assigned. 
In the previous calculation, the van der Waals parameter on polar hydrogen is assigned 
as non-polar hydrogen, and the non-polar hydrogen lead to a larger van der Waals 
radius, which prevent water oxygen to get too close, such that strong QM/MM 
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electrostatic interaction may avoid. Once it is assigned the polar hydrogen force field, 
the hydrogen’s van der Waals radius is negligible. This allows the MM water molecule 
to be close to positive charge hydrogen, so that the charge-charge interaction could be 
very strong. In general, the force field, especially the van der Waals parameters could 
strongly affect the solvation free energy calculation.  
 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we evaluated the systematic bias in previous developed λ-
metadynamics method, and observe conditions where metadynamics may not faithfully 
recover the reaction surface. Advanced techniques are proposed: transformation of 
variables, mirror filling technique, and independent trajectories simulation could 
improve the diffusive behavior for λ-metadynamics in its smoothing period and 
facilitate the simulation convergence. The application on solvation free energy shows 
that 3-21G basis with point charge TIP3P model performs the best when comparing to 
Gaussian charge model and larger basis such as 6-31G and 6-31+G*. The Gaussian 
charge influence on the solvation free energy is observed to decrease the ELE 
contribution, and it does not improve the performance for the 3-21G basis result. 
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6. Non-covalent Interaction Analysis in Fluctuating 
Environments 
“Nothing is too wonderful to be true.” --- Michael Faraday (1791 – 1867) 
 
6.1 Introduction 
One challenge in biological modeling and drug design process is visualization. 
To gain a deeper understanding about the enzymatic reaction or protein-ligand binding 
interactions, a proper tool to visualize the interaction is needed. Traditionally, plotting 
out the 3-D structure is the best way to estimate the non-covalent interactions with 
naked eye, and the process is highly semi-empirical and sometimes misleading. Herein, 
we developed a new toolkit to quantitatively visualize the non-covalent interaction in 
fluctuating biological systems.   
Non-covalent interactions play a predominant role in chemistry and 
biochemistry165,166. For instance,  such interactions are the driving force to fold167 and 
stabilize protein structures168, to coil the DNA into double helix and to self-assemble 
molecules169. In our previous studies75,77 a novel Non-Covalent Interaction (NCI) index 
was proposed to characterize NCI and estimate their strength. This index is a valuable 
tool to study weak interaction within biological systems170,171. Using a promolecular172,173 
density, NCI can characterize large systems with low computational cost and with 
insightful results. NCI was also applied to metal complexes76,174 and visualized binding 
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modes of the cations. Influence of non-covalent interactions on the reaction mechanism 
was also investigated in several studies170,175 using the NCI analysis. For instance, Gillet 
et al. 176 showed that an interpretative analysis crossing Electron Localization Function 
and NCI results could allow following every step of a reaction mechanism to reveal 
reaction details. Finally Contreras et al. 77 linked NCI index with the interaction energy 
for the specific case of hydrogen bonding. In this study they proposed a scheme to 
integrate the density on the NCI surfaces and showed that using this approach, the NCI 
integrated density could give accurate estimation of the interaction energy. This study 
made a first quantitative link between NCI analysis and interaction energy.  
One limitation of the NCI analysis is that the non-covalent interactions are 
characterized based on one single structure. However, geometric fluctuations are 
constantly present in practical molecular systems. For example, in solutions, the 
positions of solvent molecules fluctuate and the solvent molecules change between 
solvation shells, which play important roles in solvation and chemical reactions. As 
such, the application of the NCI index for fluctuating systems is still unclear. In this 
work, we develop an averaged Non-covalent Interaction index (aNCI), which uses an 
ensemble of the structures, to overcome this problem.  
This section is organized as follows: In the next subsection, we briefly review the 
NCI analysis and introduced the aNCI analysis. We also explain how aNCI can be 
readily combined with classical or QM/MM simulations such as the QM/MM-MFEP 
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(Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics Minimum Free-Energy Path30,32) method. In 
subsection 6.3, we provide the details of simulations and model systems. In subsection 
6.4, we elucidate how to choose between different averaged reduced density gradient 
definitions. Then, using the aNCI index and fluctuation index, we scrutinize three cases, 
including solvation structures, an SN2 reaction, and ligand-protein binding 
environments. We demonstrate the strength and robustness of aNCI analysis to 
characterize non-covalent interactions in fluctuating systems. Finally, we conclude our 
works in subsection 6.5.  
 
6.2 Theoretical Method 
6.2.1 Brief review of NCI analysis 
To reveal the weak interactions, Johnson et al75 constructed the NCI index based 
on the study of reduced density gradient (RDG or s) as a function of electron density 
 ( ):    
 ( )  
 
 (   )  ⁄
   ( ) 
 ( )  ⁄
 
By plotting RDG with respect to electron density, non-covalent interaction 
regions can be identified when the RDG approaches to zero. The spikes which appear in 
the 2D plot are associated with interaction of critical points (ICP). These ICP regions 
with both low density and gradient of the density can be visualized in three-dimension 
(3D) grid space, which reveals where non-covalent interactions occurs. Moreover, based 
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on the analysis of      (  ) (with   , the second eigenvalue of the density hessian matrix 
  ( )       ⁄ , with          , and     represent one Cartesian direction), attractive 
(negative sign) and repulsive (positive sign) interaction regions can be identified (as 
previously exposed 75). As such, with visualization tools, such as VMD177, the interaction 
regions in 3D space can be visualized and colored depending on effective density 
(    (  ) ( )). The following color codes are employed to distinguish interaction types 
in NCI:   
 Blue for the highly attractive interactions (such as hydrogen bonds); 
 Green for the weak interactions (such as dispersive-like van der Waals); 
 Red for repulsive interactions (such as steric clashes). 
6.2.2 The aNCI analysis 
The above NCI analysis has been useful to study weak interactions within static 
structures. However, in order to analyze non-covalent interactions in thermally 
fluctuating systems, for instance, trajectories generated from molecular dynamics 
simulations, a new definition of NCI index is required. Here, we consider two possible 
definitions of averaging reduced density gradient (aRDG): 
Definition a): using averaged density   ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  and averaged density gradient   ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , 
one can define: 
 ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
 
 (   )  ⁄
|  ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ |
 ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   ⁄
 
Definition b): using RDG of each single structure, one can define: 
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〈 ( )〉  ∑   ( )           ⁄
          
   
 
  ( )  
 
 (   )  ⁄
   ( ) 
 ( )  ⁄
 
We will scrutinize both definitions later subsections.   
To illustrate how thermal motions can affect the weak interactions, we define the 
thermal fluctuation index as 
 ( )  
   ({  ( )})
    ({  ( )})
⁄  
where    ( ) is the electron density from structure i. 
The color codes for fluctuation index f are: 
 Blue for highly stable interactions, which can be barely affected by 
thermal motions; 
 Red for flexible interactions, which can be easily distorted by thermal 
motions; 
 Green for fluctuations between blue and red types. 
6.2.3 aNCI combined with QM/MM MFEP simulations 
In principle, one can use both definitions to carry out the aNCI analysis for any 
systems with thermal motions. However, some technical problems can make aNCI 
unfeasible. For instance, all the structures generated by molecular dynamics simulations 
are required to be aligned based on some criteria such as the minimization of root mean 
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square deviations. This alignment process can cause artificial bias in the aNCI analysis. 
Hence, we partition the entire system into the subsystem (that is the targeting region 
analyzed by aNCI, such as solute in solution) and the environment (that is the 
surrounding regions of the subsystem, such as solvent). The subsystem structure is fixed 
at an optimized structure in the aNCI analysis while the environment fluctuates. 
Therefore, the aNCI analysis needs a representative subsystem structure and an 
ensemble of structures for fluctuating environment. 
Since aNCI is an analysis technique based on given system conformations, it is 
possible to interface the aNCI analysis with any classical or QM/MM simulation 
methods. In this work, we incorporate the recently-developed quantum 
mechanics/molecular mechanics minimum free energy path (QM/MM-MFEP) 
optimization technique into the aNCI analysis. QM/MM-MFEP has been applied to 
solvation reactions and enzyme systems58,170 32,61,62,65. In QM/MM-MFEP, the subsystem is 
described by QM while the environment is simulated by classical force fields. The 
QM/MM-MFEP optimized structure of the subsystem is ensemble-averaged since the 
subsystem region is optimized over the potential of mean force surface, which is defined 
by, 
 (   )   
 
 
  (∫       (   (        ))) 
where   (       ) is the total energy of the entire system expressed as a function of the 
Cartesian coordinates of the QM and MM subsystems. The QM/MM interaction energy 
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in  (       ) includes the electrostatic interactions from classical point charges and 
Van der Waals interactions between QM and MM subsystems. The integration of 
QM/MM MFEP into the aNCI analysis is efficient and intuitive. The aNCI analysis can 
also be combined with any type of molecular dynamics simulation.  One just needs to fix 
the solute molecules at an optimized geometry and carry out the molecular dynamics 
simulation with the solvent molecules.  
 
6.3 Computational Details 
We carried out the aNCI analysis on systems that are summarized in Table 6, 
including single molecule solvation, SN2 reaction in water, and ligand-protein binding 
systems. In QM/MM simulations, the subsystem was treated as quantum mechanics at a 
B3LYP/6-31+G* level73.  CHARMM22 force field67 and TIP3P water model68 were 
employed for environments. The protein systems were prepared with MolProbity178. 
Each system was optimized by QM/MM-MFEP with a 640 ps simulation. The 320 ps 
simulations then were performed to generate the snapshots for the aNCI analysis. 1000 
snapshots were generated for each system.  
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Table 6: Six model systems for aNCI analysis 
 
Solute-solvent 
system 
SN2 reaction in solvent 
Ligand-protein 
system 
subsystem H2O Benzene 
Reactant 
state 
Transition 
state 
BIIB021 VHD 
environment Water Water Water Water 
Protein, 
water 
Protein, 
water 
Cubic box 
length 
40 40 50 50 70 70 
 
The aNCI analysis was carried out with modified version of NCIPLOT 
software76. To reduce the computational cost, the promolecular density75 from atoms 
within a 15 Å  radius cutoff of subsystem were chosen to compute the indices both 
definitions. The cube grids, with a 0.05 (if not further mentioned) Å  step size along x, y, 
and z directions, were generated with 3.0 Å  buffer regions from the subsystem.  In the 
3D visualization process with VMD, the threshold for RDG/aRDG was 0.25, and the 
color scale was [-2, 2], [0, 1.5] for aNCI analysis and fluctuation index, respectively. 
 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 A benchmark study: one water molecule in water 
6.4.1.1 The aRDG definitions 
To validate two possible definitions for aNCI, we used promolecular density to 
characterize the non-covalent interactions of one water molecule in water. As shown in 
Figure 22,  ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  approaches zero at small density regions and the spikes can be clearly 
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identified. In contrast, the 〈 ( )〉 does not have (close) zero RDG regions and only two 
spikes can be observed. According to the original NCI paper75, such spikes represent 
non-covalent interaction regions. These indicate the microscopic details of interactions 
are lost in 〈 ( )〉. This phenomenon can be further explained by a detailed analysis over 
the RDG distribution. Three 3D grids, located at three ICPs (with effective density as -
0.04, -0.02, and 0.005, which will be observed later to correspond with hydrogen bond 
donor, hydrogen bond acceptor, and vdW regions, respectively) under  ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  definition 
were selected. For each grid, 1000 RDG values were calculated from each snapshot and 
their distributions were shown in Figure 23. Some interactions were blurred by the 
broad RDG distribution, although these interactions do exist under averaged density 
and gradient sense. This suggests that large thermal fluctuations of unstable interactions 
can bury the useful information of aNCI in 〈 ( )〉. Therefore, we chose the definition 
 ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  for our aNCI analysis. 
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Figure 22: aRDG vs. effective density plot under different aRDG definitions. 
Definition a has four critical points, with approaching zero aRDG value. Definition b 
shows no critical points.  
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Figure 23: Monitored RDG probability distribution for selected points from three 
regions: 1) hydrogen bond acceptor, 2) hydrogen bond donor and 3) van der Waals 
interaction region.  
 
6.4.1.2 Electron density: ab initio vs. promolecular  
To examine how promolecular and ab initio electron densities affect the aNCI 
analysis, we compared the computed RDGs using both electron densities. The ab initio 
density is constructed using density functional theory calculations with B3LYP/6-31G* 
basis set over a small rectangle water box (around 200 atoms) with 5.0 Å  buffer zone to 
the QM water molecule for each snapshot. As shown in Figure 24, two aRDG plots 
(black and red dots) against effective density are similar in terms of overall shapes. 
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Furthermore, the absolute electron density at critical points is slightly smaller in ab initio 
calculations (0.032 and 0.019) than promolecular results (0.039 and 0.021). Therefore, 
promolecular density is qualitatively accurate to perform the aNCI analysis, which is 
also confirmed in previous single snapshot NCI analysis.  
 
Figure 24: aRDG vs. effective density plot for a water molecule in water with 
promolecular density and wave function density. The promolecular density result is 
qualitatively the same and quantitatively similar to wave function density result. 
 
6.4.2 Case I: solute-solvent systems 
In Case I, we applied the aNCI analysis to two systems: water in water and 
benzene in water, which represent prototypical examples of highly fluctuating systems. 
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While the normal NCI analysis shows information about time dependent non-covalent 
information and so doesn't reveal solvation interactions (see Figure 26).   ( )̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   does.  
Figure 25 illustrates the evolution of the aRDG as a function of the number of snapshot, 
1000 snapshots can achieve the converged aRDG at low-density regions in terms of 
number and positions of spikes. In the water-water system (Figure 25 - a), the effective 
density value at the most negative ICP is -0.06 with 1 snapshot, -0.04 with 10 snapshots, 
and is converged with -0.038 under 100 and 1000 snapshots. In benzene-water system, 
the effective value at the most negative ICP increase from -0.038 with 1 snapshot to -
0.014 with 1000 snapshots. These modifications of ICP’s effective density indicate that 
the use of an ensemble of structures influence the interaction strength. For example, the 
actual hydrogen bonding would not be as strong as it can be in a single snapshot 
because fluctuations exist. More importantly, the visualized aNCI pictures can reveal the 
microscopic solvation structures as shown in Figure 26 for water-water and benzene-
water system, respectively.  
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Figure 25: In (a) water-water system and (b) benzene-water system, aRDG vs. effective 
density plot. Large snapshot numbers (100 ~ 1000) converge the aNCI results. 
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Figure 26 – a) and Figure 26 – c) represent the single snapshot NCI analysis for 
both systems. In the NCI analysis, an increased number of weak interactions are 
observed which results in a nonsymmetrical geometry for the ICP’s and in a 
concealment of the important interactions. They all are averaged out in aNCI 
calculations. Therefore, in aNCI, the main (or important) interactions are clearly 
visualized (as shown in Figure 26-b) and Figure 26-d)): water-water hydrogen bond and 
benzene-water π-hydrogen bond. These comparisons explicitly show that aNCI is 
required in fluctuating environment. The detailed interactions of both systems are 
discussed below. 
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Figure 26: Interactions of water-water and benzene-water system under: 1 snapshots 
NCI analysis in (a) and (c), 1000 snapshots aNCI analysis in (b) and (d). aNCI analysis 
clearly reveals the detailed interaction between solute and solvent.  
 
Water-water interactions 
Many studies on water structures have been carried out179,180. In ideal condition, 
water molecules interact with each other through two hydrogen atoms as hydrogen 
bond donors and oxygen atom as hydrogen bond acceptor. The solute oxygen atom 
interacts with two other hydrogen atoms from other waters and a tetrahedral hydrogen 
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bond pattern is formed. Both hydrogen bond donors/acceptors should have the same 
interaction strength due to its symmetry. The aNCI analysis results, which position the 
four hydrogen bond ICPs under tetrahedral shape, are consistent with the experimental 
symmetry. In addition, the hydrogen bond donor is observed to have larger effective 
density (-0.037) than the hydrogen bond acceptor (-0.021), with the negative sign 
indicating that both regions are attractive interactions between subsystem and 
environment. When hydrogen bond network forms, environment water hydrogen atoms 
can interact with subsystem water oxygen atom from any direction, and this fluctuation 
is reflected on the decreased density value. As pointed out by Kumar et al181, the average 
hydrogen bond number per water molecule in liquid state is 3.2 ~ 3.6 (less than 4), this 
corresponds to the strength decrease of the two hydrogen bond acceptors in our 
analysis. The aNCI picture is also similar with a spatial position function in the water-
water environment as described in Ref. 182. This demonstrates the advantages of aNCI in 
revealing the spatial distribution, the interaction type and strength. 
 
Benzene-water interaction 
The benzene-water system has also been studied previously183,184. After the 
interesting π-hydrogen bonding183,184 was proposed, many theoretical and experimental 
studies185-191 have been carried out. The π-hydrogen bonding was found to be at both 
sides of benzene ring, and the benzene molecule was shown to act as a hydrogen bond 
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acceptor. The interaction strength was much smaller and flexible than a water-water 
hydrogen bond networks. The π-hydrogen bond was also found to be highly unstable in 
nature. In the aNCI analysis, the π-hydrogen bond structure of benzene in 3D space 
appears clearly for the first time. The overlap between repulsive (effective density 0.013) 
and attractive (effective density -0.014) contributions have similar nature as the solute 
water oxygen atom (hydrogen bond acceptor): since the π-hydrogen bonding region is 
fairly broad, steric clash contributes to the positive effective density value. 
 
Figure 27: Fluctuations index visualization of water-water and benzene-water system. 
Since the density standard deviation is much smaller than the density, all fluctuation 
indexes are smaller than 2%. The hydronge-bond fluctuations in water-solvent system 
are relatively smaller than benzene-solvent system.  
 
The fluctuation indexes of both systems were depicted in Figure 27. Since the 
fluctuation index is defined as the ratio of density standard deviation and density itself, 
its values are in the scale of 1%. For water-water system, the lowest fluctuations are 
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encountered around the hydrogen bond donor interaction region (0.30 %). Therefore, 
these interactions are mostly stable compared to the hydrogen bond acceptor ones (0.61 
%). Finally, the vdW interactions appear to be the most flexible ones (~1.2 %). For 
benzene-water system, the relative stability of interactions follows: π-hydrogen bonding 
(0.67%) > benzene planar vdW interaction (0.95%) > close to π-hydrogen bonding vdW 
interactions (1.3%). In these cases, the stronger the interaction is, the smaller the 
fluctuations are. It is also obvious that the π-hydrogen bonding is more flexible than all 
the polar interactions in water-water system, which is consistent with the experimental 
observations192,193. The fluctuation index is demonstrated to be physical and could be 
used to analyze the rigidity of different interactions. 
6.4.3 Case II: solvation structures during SN2 reaction 
In this case, the aNCI analysis is used to analyze the solvation effect through 
simple SN2 reaction of Cl- + CH3Cl -> CH3Cl + Cl- . The transition state is taken from a 
reaction path generated using QM/MM-MFEP, and the reactant state is fully optimized. 
In Figure 28, the aRDG vs. effective density is plotted for both reactant and transition 
states. The aNCI interactions and its fluctuation index between the subsystem and 
environment were visualized in Figure 29. 
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Figure 28: aRDG vs. effective density plot in Cl- + CH3Cl SN2 reaction: reactant state 
(black) and transition state (red).  
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Figure 29: Reactant and transition state of Cl- + CH3Cl SN2 reaction in water under: 
reactant state (a) 1000 snapshots aNCI analysis (b) fluctuations index, and transition 
state (c) 1000 snapshots aNCI analysis (d) fluctuations index. 
 
In Figure 28, along the nucleophile attack towards to the transition state, the 
spikes are getting narrower and the density of the strongest interactions (both repulsive 
and attractive) decreases. Both effects may be caused by a rearrangement of the electron 
density (and therefore the atomic charges) within the subsystem. Indeed, in the reactant 
state, the charge of the attaching/leaving Cl is -1.0/-0.23 a.u., respectively, while in the 
transition state, both of them have -0.71 a.u. and small positive charge migrates on the 
hydrogen atoms. The surrounding water molecules respond to the substrate charge 
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change, and the radial distribution function (RDF) between Cl and water hydrogen 
atoms has been plotted in Figure 30. In the transition state, both Cl has a similar RDF 
with environmental water hydrogen atoms, which is consistent with the charge equity. 
In the reactant state, the attaching Cl attracts more first shell water hydrogen atoms than 
the transition state Cl. That indicates with a more negative charge, the interactions 
between ion-water pair are stronger, and our fluctuations index agrees with the 
understanding that the stronger interaction is less fluctuating. Although our approach is 
based on the static solute conformation, a prevoius ab initio molecular dynamics study194 
on the same system has observed that the static and dynamics approaches have similar 
global features, and this further validates our conclusion. 
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Figure 30: Radial distribution function of Cl and water hydrogen atoms in reactant 
(RC) and transition (TS) states, for both leaving and attaching Cl atoms 
 
6.4.4 Case III: Ligand-protein binding interactions 
Crystal structures are commonly used to characterize binding pockets and 
positions of specific ligands to guide drug design. However, a direct observation over 
crystal structures would be subjective and it could be insufficient to reveal critical 
binding interactions between ligand and protein. Furthermore, crystal structure is static 
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and may not be helpful to extract binding information. Here, aNCI analysis is applied to 
analyze the binding patterns of ligand-protein systems. 
We chose two ligands in our study. The first one is a pre-clinical drug molecule, 
BIIB021195-197. It is a small molecule inhibitor of the heat shock protein Hsp90 that binds 
competitively with geldanamycin in the ATP-binding pocket of Hsp90. The molecular 
structure is taken from PDB: 3O6O. The second one is an in silico drug design 
intermediate compound in ligand-protein binding study198, named VHD as from 
structure PDB: 2XAB. Both ligands have a purine-scaffold and aromatic moiety. The 
bound proteins, Hsp83 and Hsp90, have similar global folding and active site structures. 
The interactions between substrate and environments have been scratches in Figure 31-
a) and Figure 31-b). In both Figures, all polar atoms with a distance less than 4.0 Å  from 
ligand are shown, with no explicit hydrogen atoms. 
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Figure 31: BIIB02 and VHD interactions with environment, according to crystal 
structure with PDB: 3O6O, 2XAB. Heavy atoms within 4 Å of the substrate are 
visualized.    
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In both systems, the substrate occupies the same active site with different 
orientations. Two polar amino acids, Asp and Thr both directly and indirectly interact 
with the two substrates: BIIB021 over the purine-scaffold N1 and N2, and VHD over the 
aromatic moiety O2 and linkage O3. Three crystal water molecules were observed inside 
the active site for both systems, and they are confined in hydrogen bond networks. The 
BIIB021 aromatic moiety largely locates within the active site and surrounded by many 
nonpolar residues: Phe123, Tyr124, Trp147, Leu92, Leu88, and Val135. In contrast, most 
of the VHD purine part is solvent accessible, which may indirectly stabilize the substrate 
binding. 
To reveal more information based on crystal structures, we carried out QM/MM-
MFEP optimization for both systems. The optimized substrate structures have only 0.148 
and 0.161 carbon atom root-mean-square-deviation with respect to those in crystal 
structures, respectively. This indicates QM/MM-MFEP optimization conserve the ligand 
binding poses. Based on this subsystem structure, the aNCI analysis with 1000 snapshots 
is calculated. The 3D aNCI density and aNCI fluctuation index for both substrates are 
shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33, and the ICP effective density and fluctuation index 
are listed in Table 7 and Table 8, respectively. 
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Table 7: Effective density and fluctuation index of BIIB021-protein system 
Subsystem N1 N1 N2 N2 N3 N4 N4 N6 
Environment Asp83 XWAT1 Thr169 XWAT2 XWAT3 Bulk 
water 
Bulk 
water 
Bulk 
water 
Effective 
density 
-0.048 -0.031 -0.016 -0.016 -0.031 -0.024 -0.018 -0.031 
Fluctuation 
index 
0.27% 0.35% 0.55% 0.58% 0.34% 0.47% 0.60% 0.40% 
 
Table 8: Effective density and fluctuation index of VHD-protein system 
Subsystem O1 O2 O3 O3 
Environment XWAT1 Asp93 Thr184 XWAT3 
Effective 
density 
-0.046 -0.064 -0.046 -0.026 
Fluctuation 
index 
0.23% 0.17% 0.33% 0.40% 
 
BIIB021 interaction features 
Polar interactions between BIIB021 and environments are summarized in Table 7, 
and can be visualized in Figure 32. The two ICPs of N1 atom correspond to strong 
Hydrogen Bonds (HB) with Asp83 (-0.048) and a crystal water molecule XWAT1 (-0.031). 
The average HB distances are 1.73 Å  and 2.01 Å , respectively. N2 behaves as the HB 
acceptor for both Thr169 (-0.016) and XWAT1 (-0.016). A detailed analysis over the 1000 
structures demonstrates that the HB constantly switches between XWAT2-N2 and 
Thr169-N2. This is so frequent that, in average, N2 shares HBs with both groups. This 
effective density is about half as the N1 atom interactions, which goes along with the 
averaged HB distance between N2 and XWAT2 (2.62 Å ), Thr169-OH group (2.87 Å ). N3 
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has only one HB with XWAT3 (-0.031), which is consistent with the crystal structure 
observation. This water position is quite rigid with an averaged HB distance 2.03 Å . N4 
atom, which has XWAT4 nearby from crystal structure, forms two directional hydrogen 
bonds with bulk water molecules (During the MD simulations, several water molecules 
moved around N4 atom and no stable HB exists). This difference between crystal 
structure observation and aNCI results may be caused by the local environment, which 
makes water molecules favor a two-side interaction direction, not along the co-plane of 
purine ring. On the other hand, N6 atom has only one strong interaction with bulk water 
molecules, and this is because the local environment around N6 atom restricts the bulk 
water molecules to approach it from this single direction. Besides aNCI density, the 
fluctuation index over these hydrogen bonds is observed to be close related with their 
interaction strength. For N2 and N4, the fluctuation index are 0.55%, 0.58% and 0.47%, 
0.60%, respectively, and their effective densities are about half comparing with N1 and 
N3. The weaker the effective density amount is, which may be caused by interaction with 
versatile waters, the more flexible these interactions are.  
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Figure 32: aNCI analysis and fluctuation index of BIIB021 and protein environment 
under (a) 1000 snapshots aNCI analysis, and (b) fluctuations index 
 
The π-π stacking between aromatic moiety and Phe123 side chain creates the 
most stable vdW interaction with fluctuation index around 0.25%, which is even less 
fluctuated than the strongest hydrogen bond. The aromatic moiety ring appears 
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therefore rigid and suitable for substrate binding. The purine ring’s interaction with 
Met83 and Asn36 are also stable, with fluctuation index around 0.35%. However, since 
the latter are comparably weaker than HBs, the contribution to substrate binding may be 
limited. 
VHD interaction features 
The interactions between VHD and environment are listed in Table 8, and 
visualized in Figure 33. The O2 atom is tightly bounded to Asp93. Asp93 not only 
directly stabilizes the O2 atom, but it also helps to confine the crystal waters XWAT2 and 
XWAT3. The O1 atom is hydrogen bonded with XWAT1 which is stabilized by Leu48, 
and this interaction is the second strongest polar interaction. O3 atom has two HBs: one 
with Thr184, and another with XWAT3, which is it stabilized by Asp93. The aNCI 
analysis is consistent with direct crystal structure observations, and it offers more 
information on interaction strength and stability.  
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Figure 33: aNCI analysis and fluctuation index of VHD and protein environment 
under (a) 1000 snapshots aNCI analysis, and (b) fluctuations index 
 
Besides the polar interactions, the purine-scaffold ring makes a hydrophobic 
interaction with Ala55 which has effective density value of -0.009. A hydrophobic 
interaction between the aromatic ring and Asn51, Ser52 backbone has a similar strength 
and confine the substrate inside the active site. 
According to our aNCI analysis, the purine scaffold is accessible to bulk solvent 
and only has fluctuated weak interactions with protein. If the binding mode does not 
change with the chemical modifications, the C5 atom of purine scaffold could be a 
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promising site. Indeed, as found in experimental studies199, modifications over this 
region help to improve the biological property without disturbing the binding ability. In 
contrast, the modifications carried out on the aromatic moiety (change of O1 and 
isopropanol groups) can dramatically decrease the binding ability.  
From aNCI analysis, both ligands were observed to bind the protein very well: 
the BIIB021 utilizes mainly nitrogen atoms to form hydrogen bond with the crystalized 
water and protein residues; the VHD has three oxygen atoms that form strong hydrogen 
bond with environment. The Asp residue is in a crucial role for the binding 
conformation:  it not only forms direct hydrogen bond with substrate, but also helps the 
creation of an internal water hydrogen bond network. With these confined water 
molecules, the substrate can bind the active site strongly. A further design for potential 
drug molecule would maintain the critical interactions revealed by aNCI while ligand 
modifications should be performed on those unstable and weak interaction parts. 
 
6.5 Conclusions 
In this work, the NCI analysis is generalized to aNCI analysis, which 
characterizes the interactions from an ensemble of structures. With the aNCI density and 
aNCI fluctuation index, both averaged non-covalent interactions and fluctuations can be 
directly visualized. For solute-solvent system, the tetrahedral hydrogen interaction 
network in water-water, and the π-hydrogen bond in benzene-water system were 
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characterized. The π-hydrogen bond appears as a weaker and more flexible interaction 
comparing with water-water counterpart. In SN2 reaction, a reorganization of partial 
charges changes the solvation structures, and as well as the interaction strengths with 
environment. Further applications in ligand-protein binding systems reveal the complex 
interaction networks of two drug molecules in heat shock protein active site. With aNCI 
analysis, the crystal structure was further illustrated and it could help the drug design 
process.  
The aNCI analysis is general and can be coupled with any type of molecular 
dynamic simulation (QM, QM/MM, polarizable and classical MM force fields). In this 
work it was interfaced with the recently developed QM/MM-MFEP approach with 
classical force field. However, in system where it is difficult to represent by classical 
force field, such as metal cations, pure QM or polarizable force fields would play a 
critical role. The further works are currently ongoing to study the influence of these 
methods used on the aNCI results. Overall, aNCI is a useful tool to characterize non-
covalent interaction patterns in fluctuating environments. 
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7. QM/MM Investigation on Proton-Coupled Electron 
Transfer 
“The important thing in science is not so much to obtain new facts as to discover 
new ways of thinking about them.  ” --- Sir William Lawrence Bragg (1890 – 1971) 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) reactions are predominant in chemical 
and biological energy conversion processes 200-206, such as water oxidation 207,208, 
proton/carbon dioxide reduction 209,210, oxygen activation 211,212 and nitrogen fixation 213,214. 
In general, PCET reaction describes any redox process that involves both electron 
transfer (ET) and proton transfer (PT), where proton transfer may have large impact on 
the energetics and rate of electron transfer, and vice versa. PCET process may occur either 
as consecutive PT-ET, ET-PT reactions or as a single, concerted step (concerted proton-
electron transfer, CPET). The latter may avoid the involvement of high-energy 
intermediates and thus it would be favorable kinetically. For understanding the 
mechanisms of PCET, such as the coupling between ET and PT and its effect on kinetics, 
the thermochemistry and kinetics have been extensively investigated in experimental 
studies, ranging from intra-molecular215-217, inter-molecular218, to electrochemical219-221 
approaches. For example, molecular systems incorporating phenol have been 
extensively studied because of their relevance to biological energy production, 
biosynthesis and anti-oxidation. Another notable example is the oxidation of YZ in 
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photosystem II that occurs with proton movement to a hydrogen-bonded histidine 
base222,223 224. Linschitz and co-workers were the first to study phenol oxidations in which 
the proton transfers to a base, concerted with ET to a separate oxidant225,226. These studies 
have been extended in many ways, including thermal, photochemical, and 
electrochemical oxidations. On the theoretical side, studies have also been fruitful and 
instructive. The first theoretical formulation for PCET was developed by Cukier et 
al.201,227-229, with the rate constant evaluated based on dielectric continuum theory. 
Another distinct theoretical formulation was developed in Hammes-Schiffer’s 
group202,230-234. The later formulation was originally based on multistate continuum 
theory with fixed proton donor-acceptor distance, and further generalized by including 
explicit environment dynamical effects. These theoretical approaches, based on Marcus 
theory for electron transfer with quantum description of proton, can provide accurate 
estimation of reaction rate as well as detailed mechanisms235-238 . 
The fruitful results from PCET experiments and theories have greatly enriched 
our understanding on how PCET being affected by environments239,240, donor-acceptor 
distance231,241, etc. However, mechanistic details of how proton and electron are coupled 
are still not clearly illustrated, especially how does it start to couple with each other in 
electrochemistry system. Here, we developed a classical approach to investigate the free 
energy profile of the entire PCET process with respect to various external electrode 
potentials. This is a classical approach in describing the proton transfer.  In this 
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approach, the relative distance between proton donor and acceptor was taken as a 
reaction coordinates for proton transfer. However, the electron transfer is described with 
the proper solvent coordinate. The fractional number of electron was utilized to drive 
the electron transfer process, which was further used to generate electron transfer 
coordinate – the energy gap. The two reaction coordinates are capable of characterizing 
the PCET reaction involving one electron and one proton. The classical approach to the 
proton transfer is indeed an approximation. The advantage of our approach is that it can 
be directly applied to complex systems in conjunction with first-principles QM/MM 
approach.  
 
Figure 34: Molecular model for proton-coupled electron transfer simulations. The tBt 
group is substituted with methyl group to save computational cost  
 
In this work, we chose the ortho-substituted 4,6-di(tertbutyl) phenols as our 
model. As shown in Figure 34, this molecule has been used as an experimental model to 
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study the intra hydrogen-bond influence on PCET reactions,242 and later modified in a 
hydrogen-bond relay study243. The reaction with the molecule showed a relatively small 
KIE value (~1.7) indicating small quantum tunneling effect for the proton transfer. As 
such, we treat the proton classically without considering the quantum tunneling effect. 
To reduce the computation cost, we simplify the model by changing two tBu- groups 
attached on phenol to -CH3 (as illustrated in Figure 34), and the modified molecular 
system has 54 electrons. The molecule is then solvated in a 40 × 40 × 40 Å 3 water box, and 
the system is coupled to NVT thermostat at 300 K temperature. The detail simulation 
parameters are provided in footnote1. In our simulations, the molecule is treated with 
quantum mechanics (QM) under DFT theory B3LYP functional with 6-31G (d) basis set 
description, and the water molecules are described molecular mechanically (MM) by 
TIP3P model. This hybrid QM/MM approach has been demonstrated to take the solvent 
effect into electron transfer process accurately while maintains a relatively low 
calculation cost. The capability and success of QM/MM approach has been demonstrated 
in many previous studies33,162,170,244. 
 
                                                     
1 The aminophenol molecule was solvated in a rectangular box          Å 3 with 6,046 TIP3P water 
molecules. The leapfrog algorithm (a modified version of the Verlet algorithm) was employed with 1 fs as 
integration step size. A 20.0 Å  cut off was employed to generate the nonbonded pair list, which was updated 
every 16 fs. The NVT ensemble was used in all molecular dynamic simulations with temperature at 300K, 
which was maintained by the Berendsen thermostat with 0.2 ps relaxation time. In the QM/MM molecular 
dynamic simulation, both QM system electron number and the hydrogen position are constrained. Each 
trajectory was saved at 8 fs frequency and 3000 snapshots were generated in the total 24 ps simulations for 
each simulation. 
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7.2 Computational Details 
The computational procedure for the PCET process was listed as follows: a 
position restrain was added to restrict the proton’s relative location between its donor 
and acceptor. Under a given proton restrain, the fraction number of electron approach 
was applied as order parameter to drive the electron transfer process. Since the 
derivative of total DFT energy with respect to the total number of system electrons is the 
HOMO energy, the absolute redox potential can be evaluated from thermodynamics 
integration of the HOMO energy, i.e.,  
   ∫ 〈
  ( )
  
〉   
 
 
  ∫ 〈     〉   
 
 
 
To reconstruct two-dimension free energy surface, the reaction coordinate is 
chosen as the energy gap244 between reactant and product states under the same nuclear 
configuration, which is defined as below: 
  ( )    ( )    ( )   
  ( )       ( ) 
where   ( ) and   ( ) are the potential energies of the reactant and product, at the 
solute and solvent nuclear configuration  245. Within electrode chemistry experiments, 
this could be explained as the electron transfer from the solute in the reduced state to an 
ideal electrode with electronic chemical potential  , therefore,   ( )   
  ( )    and 
  ( )   
  ( ). A dual calculation, for both reduced and oxidized states, was 
performed based on each trajectory configuration. Then a weighted histogram 
analysis23,100 was performed to obtain the probability distribution and to reconstruct the 
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free energy profile under a proton restrain. Based on the information of proton transfer 
profile and the electron transfer profile of each given proton restrain, a two dimension 
surface could be constructed. The simulation details are further provided in following 
procedures. 
First, the proton transfer coordinate has been defined as the distance difference 
between H-O and H-N bond. This coordinate was then discretized from -0.55 to 0.55, 
with the interval as 0.11. In the QM/MM molecular dynamics simulation, the solute is 
under specified electronic state and the proton transfer coordinate fixed at its discretized 
value. The distance difference restrain was applied as a harmonic potential with spring 
factor 80 kcal/mol/Å2. The distance between H-O and H-N is monitored to carry out 
histogram analysis to recover the proton transfer free energy profile under different 
fractional electronic number. 
Second, the distance between H-O and H-N bond is restrained at discretized 
value, from -0.6 to 0.6, with the interval as 0.1. For each specific proton location, the 
solute system number of electrons is gradually changed from 54 to 53, with an interval 
0.1 electron number. The HOMO energy is monitored at a frequency of 1 fs, and the 
whole system coordinate is recorded each 8 fs. The thermodynamics integration is 
applied to integrate to evaluate the absolute redox potential, as in the following formula.  
   ∫ 〈
  ( )
  
〉   
 
 
  ∫ 〈     〉   
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Third, the reaction coordinate of electron transfer process is the energy gap of 
reactant and product stage. To calculate the energy gap, we calculated the redox state 
and oxidized state energy for each recorded trajectory conformation, as in  
  ( )     ( )       ( ) 
The transformation step need a reweight process, it is described as below 
   ( )  
∑   ( )     (     ( )    ( )   ⁄ ) 
∑    (     ( )    ( )   ⁄ ) 
 
   ( )  
∑   ( )     (     ( )    ( )   ⁄ ) 
∑    (     ( )    ( )   ⁄ ) 
 
With    ( ),    ( ),   ( ) represent the energy of snapshot   of oxidized state, 
reduced state and fractional charged state. After this reweighting procedure, we could 
project out one redox and one oxidization curve, and then by combining the two curves, 
the adiabatic electron transfer reaction profile is generated. 
Fourth, after we get the electron transfer profile based on different proton 
location, these curves are shifted according to the proton transfer profile for neutral 
solute molecule state, and then a two dimensional free energy surface would be 
generated. 
  
7.3 Results and Discussion 
First, we investigated how the PT reaction affects the ET process. Under a given 
proton position with respect to its donor and acceptor, the absolute redox potential for 
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the molecule was calculated. As shown in Figure 35, when proton was localized around 
oxygen atom (the OH state), the stable ground state of aminophenol, the absolute redox 
potential is around 5.6 eV. By moving the proton toward nitrogen atom, the oxidation of 
the molecule becomes more and more facile. In the NH state, the absolute redox 
potential is about 4.9 eV. The electronic structure of neutral and positively charged state 
has been calculated2, and the partial charge analysis indicates the phenol ring is the main 
electron donor. Cyclic voltammetric studies showed that under appropriate electrode 
potentials, the reaction proceeds by CPET pathway assisted by the natural hydrogen 
bond bridge between phenol -OH group and amine N group. The experimental absolute 
redox potential of the tBu-substituted molecule was estimated to be 5.29 eV 243, which is 
within the range of our calculated results (4.9-5.6) eV. The influences of tBu to CH3 
group replacement and different solvent (water vs. acetonitrile) were estimated from 
Gaussian calculations3, and both effects have been demonstrated to be negligible. These 
results validate the accuracy of the FNE approach. The redox potential dependence on 
                                                     
2 We carried out the ab initio calculation of model molecule in gas phase, with the basis B3LYP/6-31G*, 
under density functional approximation. Two electronic states were calculated: one is neutral state, and the 
other one is positive charge state. The positive charge state represents the electronic structure after the 
molecule has been oxidized. The total charge difference between the same phenol functional group was 
about 0.65, which confirmed that most of the electron was coming from the phenol group, and the phenol 
group is the electron donor. 
3 In our QM/MM simulation, we replaced the functional group tBt to CH3 to save computational cost, and 
we also use the water solvent rather than the commonly used acetonitrile solvent. To further validate our 
absolute redox potential, we carried out Gaussian calculation with CH3 replaced molecule in implicit water 
solvent,  tBt replaced molecule in implicit water solvent, and tBt replaced molecule in implicit acetonitrile 
solvent. The molecular energy difference between neutral state and positive charged state was 
approximated as the absolute redox potential. The estimated results are: 4.70, 4.72, and 4.74 eV for CH3 (in 
water), tBt (in water) and tBt (in acetonitrile), respectively. The small difference indicates that our calculated 
results would not vary heavily with respect to the replacement of tBt group and water solvent. 
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the proton position is consistent with the previous experimental study on the correlation 
between  reaction rates and intra-molecular proton transfer distances215, and several 
other studies about how changed hydrogen bond distance could also alter the electron 
transfer rate246-248. 
 
Figure 35: Redox potential dependence on the proton position. The x-axis represents 
the proton distance difference between oxygen and nitrogen, Δd=d(O-H)-d(N-H), and 
the y-axis is the calculated absolute redox potential (The experimental value is 
estimated to be 5.29 eV). The redox potential decreases as the proton moves away 
from the oxygen atom toward the nitrogen atom.  
 
Next, we investigated how the ET reaction will affect the PT process. Based on 
the FNE approach, the free energy profile along the PT process for each given fractional 
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electron number from 54 to 53 is generated as shown in Figure 36. At the neutral stage 
with electron number of 54 (N = 1.0), the OH state was favored by about 1.7 kcal/mol, 
and the reaction barrier is around 3.0 kcal/mol for an OH to NH state transition. With 
the system’s electron number decreased, the molecule was oxidized gradually. At its 
ionized stage with electron number of 53 (N = 0.0), the NH state is favored than the OH 
state by 13 kcal/mol and the transition from OH to NH has a negligible barrier (< 1.0 
kcal/mol). The PT reaction profile is thus strongly correlated with the system’s electron 
number, which indicates its relation with the ET process at electrode. This is consistent 
with previous experimental observations that the proton transfer would be sluggish 
with no electron transfer249-252.  
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Figure 36: Proton transfer reaction profile with respect to system electron numbers. 
When the molecule is ionized, which corresponds with a decreased electron number, 
proton transfer reaction is facilitated. 
 
Third, we investigated how the electrode potential could affect the reaction path. 
To generate the 2D PCET reaction profile, the electrode potential is considered as a 
relative shift of the two 2D Marcus curves for the reactant state and the oxidized state. 
Various electrode potentials were studied with four typical results shown in Figure 37. 
Each free energy surface represents the diabetic process with combined electron transfer 
and proton transfer movement under specific electrode potential. When electrode 
potential is set to 4.0 eV, the whole PCET process could be separated by a first PT 
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process followed by an ET process. The two processes are stepwise with no coupling. At 
a higher potential 5.0 eV, the two processes become weekly coupled, with the ET 
coordinate shifted slightly upon PT completion. These proton-transfer-first results may 
be attributable to the small electrode potential comparing with the intrinsic redox 
potential of the molecule, which requires the aid of proton transfer to create a favorable 
ET environment. With a high electrode potential (i.e. > 7.0 eV), the PT turns out to be 
unnecessary for promoting the ET reaction. The electrode potential is sufficiently large 
to independently trigger the ET process. The PT process occurs after the molecule is 
oxidized. With the applied potentials between 6.3 and 6.6 eV, the reaction pathway 
smoothly transits from the PT-ET to CPET, which leads to an intermediate potential 
region for the CPET pathway in the overall scheme. 
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Figure 37: The 2-D reaction profile under electrode potentials of (a) 4.0 eV (b) 5.0 eV 
(c) 6.5 eV (d) 7.0 eV. The energy gap describes the electron transfer reaction 
coordinate, with negative gap for the product, the oxidized state, and positive gap for 
the reactant, the reduced state. At a lower potential, the electron transfer happens after 
the proton transfer finished. At a higher potential, the electron transfers prior to the 
proton’s movement.  
 
To clearly visualize the transition of PCET pathway along with the potential 
change, we extended the electrode potential from 4.0 eV to 10.0 eV with 0.2 eV intervals. 
The transition pathways from each of these 2D surfaces was abstracted and mapped into 
a new 2D figure with different color scale representing the electrode potential variation. 
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As shown in Figure 38, each color counter represents a reaction path under specific 
electrode potential. A simplified scheme is given in Figure 39 to visualize how the 
electrode potential change alters the PCET reaction mechanisms. Noticeable, it is 
straightforward to observe subtle and gradual changes of the PCET reaction pathway by 
tuning the applied electrode potential.  
 
Figure 38: PCET reaction pathway change with respect to potential. This figure 
extracts PCET paths from 20 simulations with different external potentials. It clearly 
shows how external potential alters the PCET reaction pathways.  
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Figure 39: Simplified PCET reaction mechanism pathway change with respect to 
electrode potential. A low potential leads PT to happen prior to ET; A high potential 
makes ET happen piror to PT; the CPET reaction happens at a medium potential 
 
The approach to influence PCET reaction pathways by changing chemical 
environment driving force has always been an intriguing experimental study. In the 
bimolecular PCET system, earlier study has indicated that by modifying the functional 
groups of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ molecule, the PCET reaction mechanism could be switched 
from ET-PT to CPET favored216. Further, the pH dependent effect on PCET from tyrosine 
to a covalently linked [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in aqueous media was investigated, and it is observed 
that the PCET reaction mechanism can varies between ET-PT, CPET , PT-ET, and pure 
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ET with the change of solvent pH value from 0 to 12 253. This is a direct modification of 
the driving force (over the proton transfer process), and it demonstrates how proton 
transfer driving forces are able to change the PCET reaction mechanism. However, the 
experimental observation of transitions among these three pathways (PT-ET, CPET, and 
ET-PT) with the changing of electron transfer driving force is not a trivial task for the 
following reasons: in two-molecular PCET experiments, it is difficult to locate redox 
reagents which bear large redox potential difference while maintain their global 
structure similarity; for the electrochemical PCET experiment, with the electrode voltage 
larger than a specific value, many side effects, such as saturation effects, boundary 
effects, and background interference, may greatly shift the CV curve and obscure the 
information regarding the PCET process. Our theoretical approach is advantageous in 
avoiding these issues by establishing a direct correlation between electron transfer 
driving force (electrode voltage) and the reaction mechanism. 
 
7.4 Conclusions 
In summary, a classical approach was applied to study the free energy surface of 
the two dimensional PCET process of a model aminophenol molecule and its relation 
with the applied electrode potential. The results obtained are instructive. The redox 
potential is strongly dependent on the proton location, and the proton transfer could be 
facilitated by the electron transfer. Moreover, the electrode potential accounts for switch 
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of the reaction pathways among the three pathways: PT-ET, CPET, and ET-PT.  It would 
be interesting to include the quantum mechanical effects of proton transfer, although at 
a much higher computational cost.   We expect that the quantitative details will be 
different, but the qualitative features of the reaction pathways obtained in this work 
should remain correct. Our approach is efficient and should facilitate the computational 
studies of PCET processes in complex systems. 
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